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ABSTRACT
The ability of optical systems to obtain images of desired objects is sometimes
limited by the presence of background radiation. The background radiation can arise
firom scattering seif-radiation, or out-of-focus hnages, all originating from regions
axiaUy displaced from the object plane of interest

Techniques such as confocal

microscopy, computer image reconstruction, various holographic techniques, and timegating tomography are all being devdoped in order to address the problem. Some of the
prior techniques have been successfiiUy applied in various fields >^ere the nnaging
problem is encoimtered. All of the prior techniques have some advantages and some
disadvantages.

Recently, a new tedmique of background compensation has been

proposed that utilizes controlled phase shifts in the pupil plane of the imaging instrument
to distinguish in-focus radiation from background radiation. The new technique can
potentially offer several advantages over the prior techniques, and may be applicable in
situations for whidi no other technique is suitable. The present woric describes the
tedinique and reviews some relevant theoretical aspects and theoretical predictions for
the technique. In addition, an experiment to test the basic concepts of the technique is
described. The experiment consists of several discrete phases, and the results of the
experiment are conqjared to the theoretical predictions. The results of eadi phase of the
present e}q)eriment support the theoretical e^)ectations for the technique, and it is
concluded that the technique should be fiirther investigated. The technique {q)pears to
represent a novel and potentially fer-reaching alternative method by ^^ch the problem
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of imaging in the presence of undesired background radiation can be successfully
addressed.
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION

1.1 I£stoiical Context

1.1.1 The Problem of Background Contammation
The use of optical ^sterns to produce images of desired objects has gro^vn
immensely since the inventions of the first microscope and telescope around 1600.
Today, optical imaging is a fiindamental tool fisr much research carried out in areas as
diverse as astronomy, biology, medicine, mamrfacturinfe communications, sur&ce
physics, and semiconductors, to name but a few. The ability to look at images often
allows one to understand structures, concq)ts, and phenomenologies in an intuitive way
that is difficuh to achieve otherwise. Many scientific advances have been made that
depended, at least in part, on the interpretation of images.
However, the increasing use of imaging systems and therefore the advances they
often fiidlitate has been limited in max^ areas of endeavor by the pres^ice of out-offocus background light that prevents usefiil images and information fi'om being accessed
by the investigator. The unwanted badcground radiation produces bright blur patterns in
the image plane of the object under investigation and therefore obscures the desired
image. The background light comes firom sources located behind the r^on whose
image is desired and/or firom the area between the desired r^on and the imaging device.
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The badcground radiation could arise firom the scattering of li^ originating &om the
desired r^on of the object or originating fix>m else^ere, from out-of-fixms images
originating in r^ons of the object other than the desired r^on, or from self radiation
(thermal radiation or fluorescence, for example) from sources outside the desired r^on.
For more than 40 years, there has been growing interest m the devdopment of
techniques to n^ate the obscuring effect of background electromagnetic radiation on the
desired in-focus radiation for many diEferent applications of imaging devices.

1.1.2 Prior Methods of Addressing the Problem
Advances in alleviating the problem of background light contamination have been
friirly slow. For example, the optical astronomy community simply avoids conditions of
high levels of backgroimd scattered light by confining observations to the night skies.
This restriction certainly avoids scattered solar radiation but at the cost of approximately
half of the otherwise available observmg time. Even at night scattered background light
still exists, mainly due to man-made sources.

It should be noted here that for

astronomical investigations in particular, there is a separate problem of observing
through a turbulent atmosphere. The turbulence-produced 'seeing conditions' problem
arises because each wavefront originating from the source experiences differential phase
shifts between various transverse portions of the wavefront. The transverse pattern of
phase shifts is different for each wavefront because the phase shifts are brought about by
variable atmospheric refractive conditions as the wavefronts travel through the terrestrial
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atmosphere. The succession of dififerentty distorted wave&onts arriving at the telescope
gives rise to a constant^ changing image. The badt^ound conq)ensation technique to
be presented here does not address the problem of 'sedng conditions'.
In 1957, the technique of confocal microscopy was patented by Nfinsky [1] and
the technique has grown to become a significant tool in many other fields. As described
below, this technique acts to pl^cally block the undesired background radiation fix>m
reaching the detector while allowing the deared in-focus light to be detected. Confocal
microscopy has potential uses in biology [2], manu&cturing [3], medidne [4], and many
other areas.

Clearly the confocal microscopic technique has provoked widespread

interest in many diverse fields and has stimulated attempts to improve upon the basic
method [S][6][7][8].

The confocal tedmique has been applied to fluorescence

microscopy [9], transmission microscopy [10], and bright- and dark-field microscopy
[11]. The confocal technique has also been used with various specialized methods such
as differential interference contrast [12] and polarized light microscopy [13].
More recently, increasing computational power has led to the application of
image reconstruction techniques that are applied to images that contain both in-focus and
out-of-focus radiation. In this type of method the separation between desired radiation
and undesired background radiation is accomplished using computer deconvohition
algorithms. Frequently these methods rely on an a priori knowledge of the instrumental
point spread fimction (psQ to accomplish the image restoration process. So-called 'blind
deconvohition' algorithms have been applied for cases where the psf is not known
beforehand [14][1S], although the lack of the a priori psf kno^edge extracts a fiirther
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price in conqnitadonal requiiemeiits. The reconstruction methods have often beoi used
in the biological and life sdences communities [16][17][18][19] as well as in other fields
[20]. Common exanq)les of particular reconstruction algorithms include the linear least
squares t^proadi [21], maximum likelihood estimation [22], and Bayesian methods [23].
Many algorithmic and parametric variations have been e}q)lored for the various
reconstruction methods in attempts to inq)rove poformance. Aspects of the process
^ere performance inq)rovements are desired include the time and con^niting power
needed [24], the d^;ree of sensitivity to the a priori knowledge of the psf [25], and the
tradeoff betweai improved backgroimd removal and algorithm-induced arti&cts in the
results [26].
Information from desired regions has also been separated from background
radiation by tomographic methods.

The tomographic dass of methods is also a

computerized algorithmic approach to sort the radiation received by the detector into the
three-dimensional regions from

which the radiation was scattered.

Tomognq)!^

originated m the application of x-ray imaging to the field of medidne, expanded to
indude positron-emission and magnetic resonance imaging modalities, and has more
recently been extended to microscopic ^plications using other wavdengths of
dectromagnetic radiation [27][28].
Also for tomogr^hic imaging, another atteiiq)ted ^proach is to separate the
ballistic light fix>m the scattered badi^round radiation. Ballistic light is lig^ that has
travded directly from the desired r^on to the detector without having been scattered at
intervening points. The time-gating method allows ballistic light to reach the detector
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but blodcs the scattered radiation by means of an uttra-&st sbutter tedmique. The
shutter can prevoit scattoed light from reaching the detector since the scattering process
takes a finite amoimt of time and therefore the scattered lig^ wiU arrive at the detector
after the ballistic light has already arrived. Fliminflting the badcground reduces the
computational requirements of produdng the final three-dimensional data set. This
method is extremely limited in q}plications since it is technical^ difScuh and is
appropriate only for special geometries. Nevertheless, there is still significant current
interest in the time-gating approach [29][30].
Holograpl^ is being e3q)lored as another possibility [31][32]. A hologram can be
takoi that only contains information that was reflected from a preselected depth in the
specimen. The selection of depth and the corresponding rejection of background
radiation can be done in one of two ways. I%st, another time-gating method of pulsing
the reference beam allows sdection of a depth that is defined by the time of arrival of the
reference pulse at the position of the holograph to be formed (which is formed in a
photorefractive crystal)- The reference pulse interferes with light from the spedmen that
arrives at the same location and at the same time as the reference pulse, and the
hologram is formed. The depth resolution attainable is detomined by the pulse duration
of the reference beam, and th^efore difficult timing requirements exist for this approach
as wdl. For example, a pulse duration of three femtoseconds would be required for one
micron depth resolution. The other method of depth selection is coherence-gating, and
uses light for the iUumination and reference beams that has a &ir]y short coherence time,
lig^ reflected fix>m the deared depth will be coherent with the reference beam ^en the
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refoence beam has traveled an equal optical distance before recombination takes place.
However, lig^ that was reflected from other depths will have traveled a diflerent optical
distance and will therefore not be coherent with the reference beam. Thus, the hologram
will be produced only with the ligjht reflected fit>m the desired depth. The desired depth
in both gating methods is selected by changing the optical path la:^;th of the reference
beam. The holographic method onfy achieves optical sectioning in the reflection mode,
requires a reference beam, and also requires further image processing to remove the
coherence-produced speckle pattern that results [33]. In addition, the axial resohition
achieved to date with the hologr^hic approach is still an order of magnitude less than
the axial resolution of current confocal microscopes and image reconstruction techniques
[34][35].
Of the cat^ories of techniques for the amelioration of the backgroimd radiation
problon, only the methods of confocal microscopy and computer deconvohition have
achieved relatively widespread application in scientific investigations. Time-gating of
ballistic light has already been noted as being difScult and appropriate only for
specialized situations. Holographic approaches likewise can be difficult and are not
appropriate for all situations. In general, all techniques have their own advantages,
drawbacks, and limitations. It is desirable to have a variety of techniques available, and
to

them as qjpropriate to each individual imaging need. It will be of interest to

discuss in more detail the two relativdy widespread techniques, since they more
generalfy represent the current ability to form images in the presence of obscuring
badi^round radiation.
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1.1.3 Comparison between Confocai Kficroscopy and Image Reconstructioii
The most widespread techniques used to overcome the background radiation
problem are confocal microscopy and hnage reconstruction. The two approaches can be
compared to each other and to convoitional microscopy for illustrative purposes.
Consider the problem of desiring to image a particular plane buried within a scattering
medmm as in figure 1. A conventional microscope works by flooding the specimen with
light firom one or more angles. Doing so in this case would produce a large amount of
radiation reaching the focal plane as indicated. Almost all of this radiation comes from
scattering points located away fix)m the plane of interest, some of which scatter light
directfy fix>m the source and some of which scatter the desired light vdiich was itself
scattered from the plane of interest, in addition to other types of multiple scattering
events. Since the badcground scattoing points are not located in the plane that is
coi^gate to the focal plane of the instrument, the light they contribute win be spread out
but very intense and the bacl^ound light will dominate the image. The surviving usefiil
information from the object plane of interest will also be present but unseparable from
this background. Therefore the usefiil information is either degraded significantly or is
completely unrecoverable.
Three-dimensional image reconstruction b^ins with this same situation. For
most of the reconstruction methods, the unage just described is recorded. The focus is
then adjusted slightfy, another image is recorded, and the whole process is repeated
many times. The process thus steps through the sample for some distance and at some
step size. La the tomogr^Mc approach, the sample is rotated between images or the
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detectorMummatioii apparatus is rotated around the fixed

sanq)le.

In all the

reconstruction methods, after the complete database is recorded image deconvohition
algorithms are applied to identify winch signals came fi^m each three-dimensional
resolved elonent in the sample. Thus, the usefiil information can be recovered fix)m the
obscuration of the background signal and a three-dimensional corrected image is
obtained.
Confocal microscopy takes a completely different ^proach as shown in figure 2.
In this case, the sample is not indiscriminate flooded with light. Instead, a point source
of light is focused onto the object plane of interest. Scattering takes place both in the
desired plane and elsewhere. The li^ scattered fi-om the desired plane that does not
suffer fijrther scattering events leaves the object and is intercepted by the objective lens.
The objective lens focuses the desired light onto a pinhole located in the image plane that
is conjugate to the object plane of interest. Scattered light firom out-of-focus points also
enters the instrument. However, since the bacl^round light is not sharply focused on the
pinhole very little of the background light enters the pinhole to be detected. Therefore,
the detector records the intensity of light scattered firom the corresponding point source
located m the plane of interest.

addition, very little bacli^round light contaminates the

signal. Next, the sample might be scanned one pixd over to repeat the process, and the
process is repeated until the entire two-dimensional plane of interest is scanned, thus
building up the two-dimensional image point by point For three-dimensional images, the
focus can by adjusted to a new object plane, and the entire above process is then
repeated. Since the image plane and the currently desired object plane and the plane
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contaiDing the pomt source of light are all opticaify coqugate to each otho*, the name
confocal microscopy was coined.

1.2 Motivation for file Present Work

1.2.1 Shortcomings of Confocal Miooscopy and Image Reconstruction
The techniques of confocal microscopy and image reconstmction have each had
some drawbacks. For example, the reconstruction approach offers relatively &st data
collection using nearly conventional optical instruments, but a heavy price must be paid
in computational power and time required to deconvolve the images [36]. This is
because the technique rdies on collecting a vast amount of infonnation from many planes
or rotation orientations of the specimen, and the computational load of separating the
signal into the contributions made by each three-dimensional resolved element of the
specimen increases accordingly. The computational load increases even more for an
unknown instrumental ps£

On the other hand, confocal microscopy suffers from

drawbacks r^arding the amoimt of time sp^ collecting data and the complexity of
doing data collection. Typicalfy, the data is collected one two-dimensional resolution
element at a time (or for the three-dimensional version one three-dimensional resohition
element at a time), and either the sample or the illumination/detection apparatus (or
both) must be scanned to build up the complete database. Common variations to this
theme employed to speed up the data collection process inchide multiple pinhole/point
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source pairs to record data in paralld [37], ranging all the way to slit sources paired with
linear detector arr^ [17]. However, all the variations sufifer from reduced abilities to
exclude background radiation from the signal, and some of the variations also introduce
even more complex scanning and alignment problems.
What has been needed is a new type of backgroimd compensation method that
offers data collection and computational procedures, both of i^ch are relatively &st and
single. At the same time, a high level of badcground contamination removal must be
achieved while preserving the desired in-focus signals.

what follows it can be seen

that the present intecferometric technique [38] for badcground compensation offers
exactly these kinds of advantages. In addition, the introduction of any new technique
offers possibilities of applications to imaging situations for ^ch none of the other
methods are suitable.

1.2.2 Cjoais
The introduction of a new and sometimes better tedmique for conq)ensation of
background radiation is thus the primaiy motivation for the devdopmoit of this method.
The theoretical groundwork of this new approach has been laid, and e}q)erimental
investigation is needed. If experimental support of the theory is obtained, applications
can be developed and refinements can be undertaken. To experimentally verify all of the
theoretical predictions, a series of investigations is called for b^jnning with the testing
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of the most basic physical concqits utilized. The present woric rqiresents the initial
experimental verification efifort directed towards the testmg of the basic concepts.
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CHAPTER!
BACKGROUND RADIATION COMPENSATION
BY INTERFEROMETRY

2.1 Greneral Descnption

2.1.1 The Instrument
Consider an imaging system as shown in figure 3. The novel element of the
imaging system is the addition of the phase shifter, a device to control the relative phases
of different portions of the wavefront For simplicity, it will be assumed that the phase
shifter changes the relative phase of one half of the beam with respect to the other half
forming two sub-beams. In addition, it will be assumed that the beam is divided into the
sub-beams by a line that is perpendicular to the optical axis of the system in figure 3.
Furthermore, the limiting ^)erture of the system will be considered to be a square
oriented to have two sides parallel to the line defining the beam halves. Thus each half
of the beam at the limiting ^>erture is rectangular with a height equal to twice the width.
There are various devices that can diange the phase of a transmitted beam, but this detail
win be addressed lata*. For now, consider the efifect of the phase shifter on the image of

the point source. As one more simplifying restriction, let the light involved be both
monochromatic and coherent The last set of restrictions will be rdaxed later.
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2.1.2 The General Efifects of Phase Shifts on the Image of an liirFocus Pomt Source
The case where the point source is located in the object plane that is cotgugate to
the plane of the detector will be examined first

If there is no relative phase shift

between the two sub-beams, then the full beam behaves exactly as though there were no
phase shifter present at all and the image of the inrfocus source will be the usual
Fraunhofo &r-field difB-action patton of the entire aperture.

The details of the

dif&action pattern are dependent on the size and sh^>e of the limiting aperture of the
system. Fraunhofer difGraction is appropriate to use here because the second lens acts
just like the lens of the typical Fraunhofer e:q)eriment, focusing the coDimated beam of
light onto the detector.

Generally, such a patton will have a central maximum

surrounded by various secondary peaks separated by daiic r^ons. For ^cample, if the
limiting aperture had been circular the result would have been the Airy diffraction
pattern. For the actual square ^)erture, the pattern will be a two-dimensional grid of
maxima whose intensities diminish in sine fimction feshion as the distance fi'om the center
maximum increases.
Note that the diffraction pattern produced by the instrument could also be
considered to be the diffraction pattern of the rectangular '^erture' formed by either
sub-beam as it goes through the corresponding phase plate.

this view, the diffraction

pattern is also modified by interference that takes place between the two sub-beams.
This is because the two phase plates act like the two slits of a double slit interference
experiment. The Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of one of the phase plates is twice as
wide as the diffraction pattern of the fiill q)erture, since the phase plates have half the
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width of the full q)eiture. However, the modificatioii by the intoference pattern makes
this wider pattem appear to be like the narrower one of the previous description (for the
zero relative phase case being discussed). This 'coincidence' is due to the &ct that the
two mterference-produdng slits happen to be separated by a center-to-center distance
equal to thdr widths.
Now assume that thore is a non-zax> relative phase introduced by the phase
shifter between the two sub-beams. The resulting pattem will have the same difiBraction
envelope arising from the 'aperture' formed by one of the sub-beams, just as in the first
case. However, the diffraction pattem will now be modified by a different set of
interference fiinges. As in the case of zero relative phase, the fiinges are aligned parallel
to the dividing line between the two halves of the beant Therefore, the two sub-beams
are again acting like the two openings in a double slit interference experiment that
h^>pen to have a center-to-center spacing equal to the (common) slit width; but now
there is a phase difference in the light illuminating the two slits. If the relative phase is iz
radians, there will be a daric interference fiinge located at the center of the pattem. In
other words, this dark fiinge wiH be located exactly on the peak of the diffraction
envelope.
For other values of the phase difference, the dark fringe

will be shifted

perpendicularly with respect to the orientation of the fiinges to a location elsewhere
within the envelope. As the phase difference moves towards zero, the dark fiinges will
move to the positions necessary to modify the phase plate diffraction pattem into the
diffraction pattem of the full aperture as before. If one observed the image plane in real
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time as the relative phase was contimiousiy inoeased in one direction, one would see the
set of dark fringes continuous^ moving aooss the diffi'action pattern in one direction.
Each time the daiic fringes line up so as to produce the diffraction pattern of the foil
^)erture, the relative phase difiference between the sub-beams will be mt radians where n
is an even int^er ^sitive or n^ative). Whenever the dark frmges were positioned so
that one of them was located at the position of the central peak of the diffraction pattern,
the relative phase would be nuc radians where m is an odd int^er (positive or n^ative).
Thus, the effect of adding the phase shifter is to change the original diffraction
pattern of the frill q)erture into the diffraction pattern of one phase plate modified by the
superposition of an interference pattern between the two sub-beams ^ose location
depends on the relative phase of the sub-beams. Note that the interference fringes
formed by this or any other two slit set-up are ev&iiy spaced on the plane of observatioiL

2.1.3 The General Effects of Phase Shifts on the Image of an Out-of-Focus Point Source
For an out-of-focus point source, the corresponding situation is illustrated in
figure 4. When there is zero relative phase shift between the sub-beams the ^stem acts
once again as though the phase shifter was not present at all. The detector will observe a
Fresnd diffraction pattern of the point source as produced by the fiill square aperture.
One must use the Fresnel formalism because the second lens no longo* focuses the
pattern on the detector. Therefore, the &r-field assumption of Fraunhofer is not valid
hoe. Generally, sudi a pattern will con^ of a square area of ilhimination that is
modified by diffraction. Hgure 5 shows a cross-section of the resulting diffraction
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patteciL The diffiraction causes modulations of intoisity as the edge of the area is
^yproached fix>m inside, and produces modulations of li^ that M outside the
geometrical edge of the square that diminish in intensty with increaang distance from
the geometrical edge. It is important to note that the two sub-beams occupy difi^ent
areas of the difi&action pattern with only a gnmll overlap along the boundary betweoi
theuL In this case the boundary is a line bisecting the diffraction pattern as seen on the
detector.
Here again, an alternative view is to consider that the light patton is being
formed by two Fresnd patterns, each of ^4dch is due to the correspondii^ phase plate
rectangular 'aperture'. In this case, the phase plate difi&action patterns are narrower
than the original pattern because this is near-field Fresnel diffraction. At the boundary,
the separate pattons smoothly merge together so that the two phase plate dififraction
patterns together mimic the Fresnel diffraction pattern of the foil aperture. This happens
because interference again takes place between the two sub-beams in the overlap area,
and acts in concert with the phase plate Fresnel patterns to produce the fiill aperture
Fresnel pattern. As before, one can see that sudi a 'coincidence' must occur in order to
achieve consisten(^ between the two concepts.
For a non-zero relative phase between the two sub-beams there will «g«in be
interference, but as noted the nature of the interaction between the sub-beams is
different.
The phase plate Fresnd patterns do not overlap over most of their areas and therefore
there will be no interference effects over most of the combined diffraction pattern. Only
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in the border region is there significant overlap caused by the *spreadmg out' of the
edges of each sub-beam due to Fresnel diffiaction. Therefore it is only in the overiap
area where interference efifects due to the relative phase between sub-beams will appear.
The calculation of the exact patterns of interference and diffiaction is rather complex.
However, one can e^)ect to see a dark fiinge located predsefy at the boundary Hne
along with a symmetric array of other dark fiinges on either side when the relative phase
is msc radians where m is an odd int^er (positive or n^ative). Conversdy, a relative
phase of 0 will result in no daiic fiinges since the two phase plate Fresnel diffraction
patterns each fill in the mininia of the other with their own maxima (appropriately
modified by the interference term).

In this way, the picture envisioned above is

recovered. As before watching a real-time displ^ fix)m the detector as the phase is
constantly changed would reveal a set of dark fiinges sweeping over the overlap region
between the two phase plate Fresnel patterns. The fiinges would disappear at each tm
relative phase condition, with n an even integer (positive or n^ative). No intensity
changes will occur outside the overly region.

2.1.4 The Transition fiom CXit-of-Focus to In-Focus
Of course, as the point source moves closer and doser to being in exact focus the
difierent pictures presented here will gradually change fix)m one to the other. The
diffraction pattern will slowly become more Fraunhofer-Iike and there will be more
overly between sub-beams with a correspondmgty greater extent of the set of
interference fiinges. Howevo', the interference fiinges will still 'dis^)pear' at relative
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phases of mc radians just as described above for both cases, where n is an even integer
O)odtive or n^ative).

2.1.5 Relaxation of the Pre^aous Restrictions
To simplify the previous discussions, two restrictions were eailier imposed:
monochromaticity and coherency ofthe point source. These can now be relaxed. Since
the entire device is an imaging system, it is known that all light leaving the source and
arriving at the focus travels the same optical distance with the exception of the extra
phase shift of one sub-beam, which can be considered an extra optical distance [39].
Therefore, if the source is not very coherent all the diffraction and interference effects
described will still take place as long as the actual coherence length is longer than the
extra optical distance required for the phase shift. The diffraction and interference
effects will still occur because the sub-beams arriving at the detector are still largely
coherent with each other. Since the maximum relative phase shift between sub-beams
can be as small as it radians, the minimimi required coherence length is one-half of a
wavelength of the light used. The requirement is onfy roughly satisfied by white light
whose coherence length is of the order of a few wavelengths [39]; therefore such a light
source might not be suitable. However, a white light source could always be made
suitable by bandwidth filtering since redudng the bandwidth increases the coherence
length [39]. Furthermore within each sub-beam the diffraction effects are preserved
evoi for coherence lengths less than half a wavelengdi fix)m the previous argumoit
r^arding imaging systems. However, for coho-oice lengths less than half a wavelength
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the abflhy to discriminate between inrfiscus and out-o^focus

would be lost due to

the loss of well-defined phase rdationships betweoi sub-beams.
The other restriction of monochromatidty can also be relaxed some^^^. The
exact positions of maxima and minima in both the difOraction patterns and the
interference patterns depend on the wavelength of light used.

Therefor^ using a

broadband source will result in poor visibilily of the patterns as the maxima of some
colors overiap the tninima of other colors. Again, a suitable bandwidth filter wfll restore
the visibflity.

The bandwidth usable is m any case limited by another practical

consideration, which is the ability to simultaneously induce a given phase sbift in light of
widely differing fi^quoicies.
In summary, completely incoherent light will not give rise to the effects described
here, nor will light of very wide bandwidth. As mentioned, the parameters are actually
related and the two restrictions are in a sense just a single restriction. However, the
restriction is only a partial restriction. Fairiy incoherent light of reasonable bandwidth
can in &ct be used. The rigorous theoretical development of expressions that give the
d^ree of bandwidth that can be tolerated is not relevant to the present experiment,
M^ch used laser light of high coherence and •'miall bandwidth. Therefore such a
development will not be pursued here. Interested readers can pursue the question fiirther
in reference [38],
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2J2 The Mediod of Use

2.2.1 Descriptioii of the Tedmique
\^th the basic concepts in plac^ the technique can be described using the same
type of example as was used in the conq>arisons of the other types of methodologies in
section 1.1.3. Therefore, consider once again the basic problem of imaging through a
thick scattering medium as ilhistrated on this occasion in figure 6. Again, radiation fi-om
many different sources located at varying distances fi^om the objective lens enters the
mstrument. As before, onfy those sources located on the desired object plane are sharply
focussed on the detector. All other sources not located on the desired object plane also
contribute out-of-focus light and together cause a large badcground blur in the image
plane. For clarity, only one such background source is shown in figure 6. Also for
clarity, assume the object to be imaged is a point source of li^. The extension to other
sources will be considered later.
The proposed procedure is to fi>cus the instrument on the object plane containing
the point source to be imaged, and to record images at 0 relative phase between the subbeams and at a relative phasing of TC radians. The images are then subtracted pixel-bypixel in the sense 0 phase minus TC phase. The result will be a background compensated
image where the light fix>m out-of-focus scattering points is largely removed and the
desired in-focus image is preserved. The result will occur because each out-of-focus
badcground point source will create two Fresnel diffraction patterns that mostly do not
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overiap, as described above. Therefor^ the diffiaction patterns will not diange very
much betweoi the two images of differing relative phases. Thus, ^dien the two images
are subtracted all such background Fresnel patterns win undergo sdf^ancellation with
only some information from each small overiap r^on remaining. On the other hand, the
inrfocus som'ce wiU survive the subtraction process because the diffraction pattern it
produces will have duinged considerably between the two diffo^ntly phased images.
The change occurs because the interfoence fringes of the in-focus source move across
the central portion of the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern where most of the li^ is
concentrated. Therefore, cancellation cannot occur because the two images are very
(MTerent as a result of the interference pattern movement.
The above-desoibed process is thus the method of operation for the simple case
of imaging a point source. For images of extended sources, one additional layer of
complexity is required. An intuitive reason for this is as follows.

An extended source

can be thought of as being conq)rised of a large number of point sources that are closely
spaced. Consider three such point source neighbors, oriented along a line perpendicular
to the line separating the two sub-beams and just barely resolved by the instrument.
Each will produce it's own Fraunhofer pattern that will behave as desoibed eariier as the
relative phase is changed. However, the three source points are so close that thoe is
significant overlap of the central peak of each individual diffraction pattern in the image
plane. For the it relative phase image, the overiap wiU cause the central dark fiinge of
the middle neighbor to be partially filled in by one of the survivmg central peak wings of
the left neighbor and even fiirther filled in by the opposite wing of the right neighbor. If
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all three neighbor points are q>prQxiniatdy equal in intensity, the additive magnitude of
these surviving wings wiU roughfy be equal to the original inteosity of the middle
nd^ibor central peak in the image of zero rdative phase. Thus, the middle neighbor
point will not survive the subtraction process. iRgures 7 and 8 illustrate the situation for
the two relative phase hnages. Extending the argument, one can see that all points on
the desired image wiU be similarly d^raded as long as the intensity changes are .small at
the length scale corresponding to instrument resolutioiL

In passing, note that

neighboring points do not int^ere with each other if they are orioited along a line which
is parallel to the line separating the two sub-beams, since the interference fiinges only
move perpendicular to the line.
What is needed is a way to prevent the neighbor point interference from
occurring. One such method hwotves using the present background compensation
concept to image only every other resolved point source in the object plane of interest.
Two such compensated images can be recorded \^ere each such image captures the
source plane information that was missed by the other. A final image of the entire plane
is then reconstructed by combining the two partial results. Although it may sound
improbable, this is in feet easily achievable by a simple extension of the background
compensation imaging technique to include a similar illumination technique. Because
such an application &lls outside the scope of the present woik, it will not be described
here. However, details of this advanced q)plication can be found in the U.S. patent
issued that covers the entire compensation tedmique [38]. ft wiU only be noted here that
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in the simplest version the extension could involve taking just 4 individual phase-shifted
images instead of the two that were needed above.

2.2.2 Comparison with Other Methodologies
The bacl^ground compensation by mterferometry technique described here
compares very &vorably with the methods from the otho* two widely-used classes of
compensation described earlier in sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. Recall diat those two classes
were defined as 1) the method of algorithmic image reconstruction by deconvolving
many conventional bhirred images and 2) the method of pl^caOy blocking the out-offocus light from reaching the detector.

the new approach described, comparisons

can be made across all three categories.
With respect to the algorithmic deconvohdon {q)proach, the new background
compensation technique shares the advantage of easy and r^id data collection. The new
method requires only very slightly more complicated procedures that are not major
technical challenges. In addition, the new method requires only a few images to be
recorded whereas deconvolution requires &r more.

Furthomore, while the

deconvolution q)proach needs advanced confuting equipment and/or a long processing
time before the results are available, the new technique requires only simple picture
subtractions that are easily and quickfy acconq)lished with very modest computing
&cilities.
The other comparison is also fovorable for the new technique. As has been
discussed, the data collection process for the method ^ere the out-of-focus light is
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pfaysicalfy prevented fix}m reacfamg the detector can be both technicaUy demanding and
time consuming to perform. M contrast, the new tedmique offo^ fiist data collection as
noted above and is tedmicalfy much simpler to adueve. The dif^^ce in speed is due to
the &ct that the blocking method builds up an image pixel by pixel (or at best line by
line) ^ereas the new method accesses much of the focal plane simultaneously. The
simultaneous access removes the need for scanning and the recording of pbcel data
occurs in parallel at a smgle stroke.
Therefore, the new badcground compensation technique shares the advantages of
each of the other classes ^Me avoiding the disadvantages of both. It offers &st and
simple data collection. At the same time it also offers &st and simple data processing.
Each of the other two classes offers only one of those two advantages at a time and
suffers from a corresponding slowness and/or difScuhy in the other area.

2.3 Theory

2.3.1 Relevant Theoretical Aspects
With the intuitive ideas described in sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 at hand, it will be
instructive to examine the relevant equations of the theory. The equations will not be
formally derived, since the theoretical development was not a part of the present woric.
Instead, the equations will be destsibed along with a few indications of the derivation
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process as appropriate. In addition, the predictions to be tested by experiment wiD be
highfighted.
Hrst, recall a few well-known results. The Fraunhofer diffiaction pattern for a
single slit of width 'a' and length *b% ^ere b » a, iUuminated with coOimated light of
wavenumber k which is traveling perpendicularly through the opening is £39]

/(0) = /(O)-(^^)^
a

(2.1)

ho
where a = (—^)-sin9, and 9 denotes the angle of observation as usual. T is the
irradiance in the plane of observationu
Similarly, the pattern produced from two rectangular slits under the same
conditions, each of width 'a' and length 'b', separated by a center-to center distance'd'
(with b » a), is pressed as [39]

/(e) = /{0)(—)^c05=8,
a

kd
where5 = (—)-^0, and everything else is as before.

(2.2)
Note that this is easily

interpretable as the Fraunhofer difBraction pattern of a single slit modulated by a cos^
term, whidi represents the interference between the slits.
Finally, the Fraunhofer difi&action of a rectangular fq)erture under the same
conditions, of width 'a' and height 'b' is described as [39]

/(x.;,) = /(0).(^)'.(^)%
a

p

(2-3)
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where x and y are coordinates on the viewing plane, a = -~y 3 ~

^^

distance from the carter of the aperture to point x,y.
With the intuitive picture developed previously, we can put these situations
together to arrive at the ecpiadon for a square ^)erture i^ch is divided into two subbeams as realized in the present work, and which was shown in figure 3. By considering
each sub-beam to represent a slit of width 'a* and of height 'b', vdiere the square
aperture has sides of length *b', and ^ere b = 2a, so that the center-to-center separation
of the slits is also 'a', we have (again for normal illumination of the opening)

ot

p

This is just the Fraunhofor dif&action pattern of one sub-beam modulated by the
interference between the sub-beams.
Now, allow the illumination angle to vary in a plane perpendicular to the line
(tividing the two sub-beams. The variation of Dlimiination angle introduces a phase shift
across the aperture such that the sub-beams have a relative phase differraice due to
illumination. In addition, there is an illumination-induced phase difference across each
individual sub-beam. Also, allow the angle of observation to vary in the same plane as
the illumination, calling the angle of illumination 6o and the angle of observation 6. This
gives
sin(—'(sinG—sin0„))

/(9) = /(0)[—

,

^]^-cos^(—(sinG-sineo)),
— (sinG-smGo)

2

(2.5)
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the optical path length difference between the two sub-beams (as well as the optical path
length difference across one sub-beam) due to the new angular d^rees of freedonL
Next, one can introduce a phase sh^ between the two sub-beams using the phase
shifter device. The rdative phase shift will be called X- The generalization results in:

•(l+cos(far-(sin0-sin0o)+x), (2.6)

since such a relative phase shift can only affect the interference term, which has here
been rewritten slightly.
Equation (2.6) represents the expected inrfocus behavior of the two phase plate
laboratory setup. It is one ofthe predictions to be tested by the present experimoit. See
[38] for further development of this equation.
The other side of the coin is the e}q)ected beha:vior for the out-of-focus case.
This can be thought of as the same situation illustrated in figure 4. Once again, the
Fraunhofer formalism does not apply since the plane of observation is not conjugate to
the source position. Therefore this case is much more complicated as it involves the
Fresnel formulation.

Rather than present a justification similar to the intuitive

development givoi above for the inrfix»s case, the theoretical results will simply be
presented. First, a few preliminaiy definitions are needed:
(2.7)
0
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Six) = Jsin(-^* x^)dK
0 2

(2-®)

= (i-S(x))cos(|x=)-(|-C(x))siii(|x')

(2.9)

Six) = (|-C(x)) • cos(|- x')-(1-S(x)) • siii(|• x^

(2.10)

/(X)

C(x) and S(x) will be recognized as the Fresnel int^rals.
First, consider the calculation of the e}q>ected intensity along the optical axis as
one moves fiuther from the plane of best focus for the point source. It is convenient to
use the further definitions

Mx) = (if(x)-g(x))exp(ri^x^),

(2.11)

Cn(y) = -O^y) -^(0)).

(2.12)

u-Kr)=-(jm-M-yy>-

(2.13)

y

and

Y

Here V is a dimensionless variable that measures displacement along the optical axis
from the focal point. The definition of y is

^=

(2W)

^^ere f is the focal length of the focussing lens (meters), k is the wavenumber of the
light used inverse meters), z is the ^stance along the optical axis from the focal point
(meters), and ^ is the width of the sub-beams (meters).
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The equation for intensity as a fonction of po^on V along the optical axis can now be
written:
m = m(y)+umf -{UX'r)-Ul(y)]\

(2.15)

Now consider the calculation of the e^)ected intensity perpendicular to the
optical axis, at a given distance fix>m the plane of best focus for the point source. The
following definitions will be used:
gf(x) = / • /(*)- g(x).
C/l(y,a>) = -(g/'(y+—)exp(-ni((D
Y
y

2

(2.16)

Y

.

(2-17)

and
C/3(y,o) = -[g/'(—)-g/'(-y+—)exp{-/7i(-<D +^)}].
y

y

y

2

(2.18)

Here '(D' is a dimensioniess variable measuring (tisplacement along a Une perpendicular to
the optical axis, and perpendicular to the line separating the two sub-beams, and is
defined as:

0)=^,

(2.19)

where x is the distance along the spedfied line from the optical axis (meters).
The equation for intensity as a fimction of position o (and y) can now be written as
/(y.®) = [Cn(y,a>)+C/3(Y,(D)f -[C^3(y,©)-tn(y,o)f.
The dimensioniess variables y and a> win be discussed fiirth^

(2.20)
at a more

appropriate point. The intensity equations (2.IS) and (2.20) for out-of-focus points are
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the remaining predictioDS to be tested by the present e}q)eriment In equations (2.15)
and (2.20), the first term in brackets on the right side is the intensity as a fimction of y
(and (D for equation (2.20)) in the case of 0 relative phase between sub-beams. The
second bracketed term on the right side is the intensity distribution for a K rdative phase
between sub-beams. These two equations have forms that e^Cdtly reflect the image
subtraction process of the technique.

2.3.2 Theoretical Results
Equations (2.15) and (2.20) are the actual equations to be tested here. Both
should smoothly change to the in-focus resuh, equation (2.6), when y goes to zero.
Calculations using these equations were therefore carried out at a variety of y and oo
values. Some results of the calculations ^pear in figures 9 through 17.
Figure 17 shows the calculated mtoi^ along the optical axis plotted as a
fimction of y for the backgroimd compensated intensity expected. It is interesting to
compare this with results obtained for the expected intensity distribution near focus for a
conventional imaging optic with a circular limiting q)erture [40]. The comparison shows
very similar results, and at first glance it seems that the background coiiq)ensation
technique offers no advantages. However, it must be remembered that both types of
calculations ate for a single point source ^^ch is other inrfocus or out-of-focus as y
varies. In contrast, actual application of this tedmique is meant for systems ^ere there
are an extremely large number of sudi bacl^ound sources that are all simultaneous^
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contributing bhured intensity patterns to the mmging data.

It is the plethora of

background sources that drowns the desired in-focus image, and the cascade of
unwanted intensity distributioiis is ^diat is compensated by the technique. The &ct that
both the present bacl^ound compensation tedmique and the conventional circular optic
result referenced above exhibit similar &nof& of optical-axis intensity as a fimction of y
is simply an indication of similar depths of fiKus.
Hgures 9 through 16 present the predicted intensity patterns as a fimction of CD
for selected y values. The focal position of the point source is represented by y = 0 and
(D = 0. Figures 9 through 17 are the theoretical predictions made by equations (2.1S) and

(2.20) that are to be tested by e3q)etiment.
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CHAPTERS
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

3.1 Scope and Purpose of llie E3q)ermient

3.1.1 Scope
A complete im^estigation of the background radiation compensation tedmique is
too broad to be enconq)assed in this work. Listead, a particular embodiment of the
technique is selected and basic experiments are undertaken. For the most part, these
experiments involve only the use of a point source of monochromatic and coherent
radiation, thus concentrating in the dearest possible &shion on the central physics
involved.

3.1.2 Purpose
The goal of the present work is to test the most flmdamental aspects of the
theory of background radiation compensation by interferometry. The measurements
undertaken wiU provide either support for or a basis for refutation of the k^ idea of the
theory: that background out-of-focus radiation can be identified and removed from a
composite nnage without loang the desired information fix)m m-focus light by a process
of controlled interferometiy.
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3.2 Concept of flie ^(perimeiit

3.2.1 Description of the Primaiy E^qperimeiit
The particular embodiment of the technique of background conq)ensation that is
utilized herein is illustrated in Hg. 18. light from a laser (X = 632.8 nm) is focused onto
a pinhole with an ^proximate diameto' of 30 iim, widdi serves as a point source of light
for the rest of the apparatus.

The light emanating from the pinhole traverses a

rectangular aperture that functions as the limiting q)erture for the system. The limited
beam next encounters the phase shifter that controls the rdative phase of the two halves
of the beam and creates the sub-beams referred to previously. The sub-beams next pass
through the lens that focuses the sub-beams onto the image plane that is conjugate to the
object plane. The object plane containing the pinhole is at a fixed distance from the lens
and thus the image plane is also at a fixed distance downstream from the lens. This
embodiment will be recognized as the simplest transmission mode of operation and will
be called the primary experimental apparatus.

3.2.2 Description of the Secondary Experiment
Di addition, another variation of the embodiment was briefly investigated. Fig. 19
illustrates this variation. The primary dif^ence in this variation is the addition of a
beamsplitter in between the pinhole source and a rectangular ^)erture stop. The
beamsplitter allows the introduction of a light source that acts as the undesired
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bad^ground radiation. Therefore, ^en the detector is placed at the image plane that is
coqugate to the pinhole source, it receives object and bacl^ound radiation
simultaneously.

Both the object and the background radiation travel through the

remaining portions of the instrument induding the phase shifter to arrive at the detector.
This arrangement will be referred to as the secondary experimental apparatus.
Two versions of the secondary experimental apparatus were realized. In one version, the
background source was a vHbite light source (extended, non-coherent, and broadband).
This version will be referred to as version 1 of the secondary e^)erimental apparatus. In
version 2, the laser that was used to iOuniinate the pinhole was also used to provide the
background light.

3.3 Proposed Ihvestigatioiial Procedures

3.3.1 Pnmary-E}q)eiimait Procedures
The method based on using the primary experimental ^paratus to test the
theoretical predictions is as follows. When the detector is placed at the conjugate image
plane, the pinhole source acts as the object of interest. Information from the object is
supposed to survive the background compensation process, ue. after the process is
carried out, a strong signal recognizable as the object should remain. When the detector
is placed far from the hnage plane, the pinhole acts as a source of undesired background
radiation.

Information from bacl^ound sources is not supposed to survive the
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compensatioii process so that most of tte signal should be canceled out by the process
\^dien the detector is in this posidon. Therefore, one pmhole fixed in position can act as
both source and background, although the pinhole cannot act as both simultaneously.
The detector is then moved to various positions along the optical axis and at eadi
position, two unages are recorded. The first image has no rdative phase between the
two sub-beams and the second image has a icrdative phase between the sub-beams. The
image with a ic relative phase is then subtracted pixel by pixel from the image with 0
relative phase and the resulting image is the compensated image for that detector
position. The following questions can then be asked. Do these compensated images
conform to the theoretical predictions? How wdl or how poorly do the conq)ensated
images conform to the theoretical predictions?
between theory and experiment,

K* there are significant differences

do the differences exist?

3.3.2 Secondary-Experiment Procedures
The secondary e3q)erimental apparatus was used briefly to provide anotho* way
of testing the main claim of the theory; that background radiation can be effectively
(Hstinguished fix)m desired in-focus radiation and removed firom the signal The test here
was simple and straightforward In both versions of the secondary e3q)eriment, the
detector was placed at the image plane that was conjugate to the pinhole source and the
0 and 7c relative phase pictures were taken and subtracted as described for the primary
e?q)aimeat. Before subtraction, these pictures contained radiation firom both the pinhole
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source and the background source.

Cartyii^ out the conqiensation process then

provided a more direct visualization of Aether the method of background compensation
can work.

3.4 Value of

E}q)aimeiit

3.4.1 The Primary E3q)eriment
In the case of results firom the primary CTperimental apparatus, clear experimental
support for the theoiy would be obtained if there are no significant differences between
e?q)erimental results and theoretical predictions. If there are differences, one must either
explain the differences as experimental errors or conclude that the theory is in error or at
least that the theory is not complete. Of course, if the e?q>eriment lends support to the
theory the support would not constitute complete proof At the very least the results
would have to be extended to inchide all interesting aspects of the predictions. These
other aspects include the use of non-coherent light as both object and background, the
use of non-monochromatic light for both object and background, and the successful
imaging of extended sources in the presence of background radiatioiL However, even
the limited support that may be offered by the present esqierimental apparatus would be
highfy significant. It would show the basic idea of the technique is valid, and that at
worst onfy relatively minor modifications would be reqpured to encompass the original
vision. This is true because the extenaons envisioned (nonrmonochromatidty, non-
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coherency, extended sources) do not requve fundamoitaUy different pt^cal concepts
than the present setup requires. That is

the presoit investigation is important. It

aflows fimdamental support or fimdamental n^ation of the
with the sinq>iest possible implementation.

aspects of the theory

It also allows the clearest and easiest

interpretations of the data to be made. Therefore it is a necessary first step.

3.4.2 The Secondary Experiment
the case of the secondary experimental apparatus the interpretation of the
results is straightforward. If the compensation technique can distinguish and eliminate
unwanted background radiation while simultaneous^ preserving the desired in-focus
information, the main claim of the theory is validated. Version one used broad band and
non-coherent light as an extended background source. The extension of the background
source is important because it would allow direct demonstration of the simultaneous
elimination of a multitude of background point sources (because the extended source can
be visualized as being composed of a great number of closefy spaced point sources). The
non-monochromatic and non-coherent natures of the background source are also
significant in that they are features not normally foimd in interferometric techniques.
Therefore, it is important to verify ^^ether the technique can encompass those features.
However, as noted previously the phase shifting device used in the experiment does not
work very well for such a broadband source. As a result, version one is not as strong a
test of the theory as would otherwise have been the case. It was for tbis reason that
veraon two was also implemented.

Veraon two provides a test of background
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compensation ^^lere both the source beam and the background beam are eSectivdy
phase shifted by the mstrument.

3.5 &q)enmental Setup

3.5.1 Primary Experimental Layout
Fig. 20 shows the approximate layout on the optical bench of all the elements
imrohred in the experiment. B^inmng in the upper left-hand comer, the laser is a
helium-neon temperature-stabilized, mode-locked laser with an optical power output of
about O.S milliwatts. The laser is located outside the experimental enclosure, i^ch is a
structure of Plexi^as walls afiBxed to the optical bench that is covered with plastic
sheeting. The purpose of the enclosure is to isolate the optical beam from random air
currents and tenq)erature changes. Since the laser head is a significant source of heat, it
was excluded from the enclosure to avoid generation of convection currents inside the
enclosure. The light path from the laser to the enclosure is surrounded with a cardboard
tube festened with masking tape at both ends and the laser light enters the enclosure
through a small hole in the Plexiglas located about 2 inches above the table surfiice.
Once inside the beam is directed by a series of three beam steering mirrors to a
set of two lenses. All beam steering mirrors used were front-sur&ce mirrors spedaUy
designed to be optically flat and are indicated by black rectangles in Hg. 20. By the time
the beam reaches the thhxi steering mirror it is at a height of 3.25 mches above the
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optical bench surfiice and all subsequent optical dements in the oidosure are mounted at
that standard height The third steering mirror directs the beam parallel to the table
sur&ce so that the beam also remains at the same hei^. The beam path was checked
before subsequent optical dements were portioned on the table by measuring the height
of the unexpanded beam at various distances downstream from the ttard steering mirror.
Also, the third steering mirror was adjusted to direct the beam down the length of the
table so that the beam was parallel to a set of holes drilled in the sur&ce of the optical
bench.
The pair of small lenses just downstream from the third steering mirror consists
of a negative lens followed by a positive lens. The purpose of the negative lens is to
expand the laser beam to approximately fill the subsequent positive lens and the purpose
of the positive lens is to focus the beam back down as tightly as possible onto a pinhole.
The negative lens is mounted rigidly and cannot move. The positive lens is in a spedal
lens mount and can be moved forward and badcward over a range of about 1 inch to
allow good focus control.
The pinhole that receives the light is mounted on a three degree of freedom
platform that allows two rotational degrees of freedom and one translational degree of
freedom. It is mounted at the end of a 4 inch aluminum bar that is afBxed to the
platform. The degrees of freedom are arranged so that one rotational axis sweeps the
pinhole up and down along a circular arc about 6 inches in radius providing fine control
of the exact hdght.

The second rotational axis swings the ptohole forwards and

backwards along a similar circular arc tangent to the beam axis at the pinhole, v^ch
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provides fine control of the exact location along the beam axis. The translational d^ree
of fieedom moves the pinhole in an approximatdy horizontal line that is {proximately
perpendicular to the beam axis. Therefore complete three-dimensional positioning of the
pinhole can be achieved although the three adjustments are not quite independent of one
another. The rotational degrees of fi^edom are controlled via micrometer screws that
provide edremely accurate positionii^ ability. The translational d^i^ of fi%edom is
controlled by a linear stage whose movement screw does not have as fine a pitch. The
three degree of fireedom positioning control is needed to ensure that the pinhole can be
located exactly at the position of best focus thereby allowing the maximum amount of
light to pass through. The pinhole is 29.4 ± 0.6 microns in diameter.
After passing through the pinhole, the light spreads out in an Airy difi&action
pattern. The pinhole serves two purposes. One purpose is to provide a point source of
light for the experiment. The other purpose is to act as a spatial filter, cleaning up the
laser beam and producing a textbook diffiaction pattern with a smooth intensity profile.
The smooth intensity profile provides a good approximation to the theoretical
assumption of uniform illumination at the aperture stop, which is discussed below. The
Airy dif&acdon pattern spreads out at a rate determined by the size of the pinhole.
Partly to allow the pattern to expand enough to fill the aperture stop and partly to
accommodate the focal lengths of subsequent optics, a long path is provided to allow the
pattern to ^and. The slow e}q>ansion rate due to the pinhole size also means the beam
is not fiir firom being coflimated at the phase shifto*. Therefore, the collimating lenses
illustrated when discussing the general technique can be dispensed with in the actual
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s^up without sigmficantly ahenng the focal positioa ixdiea the optical path length is
changed by half a wavelength in the phase shifter.
The fourth steoing mirror folds the esqianding beam back to traverse the optical
bench again allowing the distance needed to be accommodated on the bench. By the
time the beam reaches the rectangular aperture stop, the central Airy disk easily overfills
the aperture. The overfilling is desirable to mininiizg the intensity variation across the
aperture since the theory assumes uniform intensity across the opening. The smaller the
portion of the Airy disk sampled the smaller the variation in intensity will be. The
aperture stop is about 2 centimeters square and at the aperture stop, the Airy disk is
about three times that size in diameter.
The '^stopped down" beam next encounters the phase shifter.

This device

consists of two pieces of glass microscope slide mounted in an ahmunum holder. The
holder is designed to hold one of the pieces rigidly while the other can be made to rotate
around a vertical axis. The rotation is provided by means of a linear motorized
micrometer pushing forward against a spring loaded lever arm that is attached to the
pivoting mounting sur&ce. The spring ensures that a reverse rotation will occur as the
micrometer retracts by forcing the lever arm to maintain contact with the micrometer.
Rx>tating the glass plate will force the portion of the beam going through that plate to
travel a different optical path length due to the changing thickness of glass. The different
optical path length will change the phase of that portion of the beam rdatrve to the phase
of the portion traveling through the fixed glass plate. The nuCTometo' motor is attached
with a signal and power cable to a controlla- that is located outside the e}q)erimental
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enclosure (not shown in Hg. 20). The motor also has attached a position readout device
and the position readout is di^layed on the external controller. The motorized rotation
control system allows one to reliabfy and repeatabfy set the pivoting glass plate mount to
ai^ desired rotational angle.
The vdiole device is mounted so that both glass plates are rotated aroimd a
vertical axis by approximate^ 15 d^rees away from a perpendicular orientation with
respect to the optical beam axis. The overall orioitation allows transitions from zero
relative phase difference to 7C relative phase with only small rotations of the moveable
glass plate. The required rotation would be much greater if the overall orientation of the
plates started out being perpendicular to the optical beam axis. Since the controlling
accuraqr of the mio'ometer is much higher than required even for the overall orientation
bias used, the IS-degree bias does not extract a price m terms of introducing ^predable
error. In addttion, the bias has the advantage that at any relative phase difference
position the two glass plates are still at approximately equal angles to the optical beam
axis. That is, the bias avoids the situation where one glass plate is perpendicular to the
beam while the otho: plate is at an ^>preciable angle to it. Such a plate orientation
mismatch would be required to achieve a iz relative phase difference in the absence of a
bias.
Together, the rectangular aperture and the glass plates define both the size of the
overall beam and the sizes of the two sub-beams consisting of the portions of the beam
travelmg through each glass plate. The boundary between the two sub-beams was made
as small as possible by careM cutting of the glass edges and by sligfatfy overtyping the
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plates as pictured in Fig. 20. In addition, the cut and exposed edges of both plates were
painted with a flat black paint to reduce unwanted reflections fix}m (or transmission
through) the overlapping cut edges. This procedure resufts in a small vertical 'line' or
shadowed r^on dividing the two sub-beams and very small r^ons along the border
T^ere transmission through both glass plates occurs due to remaining irregularities of the
cut e(^es. However, the estimated total area of both paint obscuration and double plate
transmission is less than two percent of the area of the rectangular q)erture (almost aU of
which is attributable to paint obscuration).
The transmitted beam then encounters two lenses of which the first is positive
and the second is negative. The two-lens combination takes the place of the single lens
assumed in the theoretical woik. The position of best focus depoids on the combination
of three &ctors: the object distance (the distance fijom the source pinhole to the two-lens
combination), the focal length of the two-lens combination, and the remaining beam
path. The two-lens combination was chosen to have a placement and a focal length that
nearfy maximized the range of y available for experimental comparison with theory
(recall that y is a dimensionless variable that measures distance fi'om the focal point along
the optical axis).
A nearly maximum y range was achieved because of two considerations. The
first consideration was the physical space available in which to place the detector at
different locations. Because of the combination of three &ctors influencing the location
of best focus described above, the positioa of best focus was located in the lower right
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corner of figure 20 and the detector was free to be located any^ere between the
position of best focus and the exit &ce of the experimental enclosure Oocated near the
lower left in figure 20). Therefore, the pineal space availabie to move the detector
away fiom the focal point was maximized. The second consideration was the /-number
of the light convoging towards the fixus. A smaller/-number meant a larger change in y
for a given z-axis translation of the detector. Shorter focal lengths mmhmTf. the /
number, so placing the two-lens combination near the exit fiice of the endosure neaily
minimized the /number. The simultaneous achievement of nMnnmal space in

to

move the detector and a nearly minimized /number, maximized the y range available for
e}q>eriment.
Note that a fiirther minimization of the /number would have been realized if the
focus point had been located at the exit &ce of the enclosure with the same beam path
inside the endosure, without reducing the physical space available in ^^ch the detector
could be positioned. However, the modification would have forced the detector to
sample the beam m the region beyond the focus position, and the aberrations tend to be
larger in that region. Therefore, the modification was not chosen.
The beam finally encounters the last three beam steenng mirrors, which direct the
beam out of the experimental enclosure through a hole in the enclosure exit &ce. The
exit hole was fitted with a telescoping arrangement of nested cardboard tubes used to
maintain the isolation of the beam fiom room air currents all the way to the detector
location. In this way, the beam was isolated fi'om the point it leaves the las^ to a point
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immediate^ before it oitars the detector v/ith a combination of cardboard tubes and the
experimental enclosure.
The last element of the experimental layout is the detector itself Since the
detector is a more involved subject, it will be described and discussed in appendix C.
The only point that is noted here is the exclusion of the detector apparatus from the
experimental enclosure. This exclusion was made because the detector has stepper
motors and motor controllers that dissipate significant heat Placing the detector inside
an enlarged experimental enclosure would onfy have introduced significant convection
currents on the inside, which would have detracted fix>m the primary purpose of the
enclosure.

3.5.2 Secondary Experimental Layout
The secondary experiment contained exactly the same elements in exactly the
same positions as for the primary e}q)eriment, with some additions. For version one, the
first addition was a polarizing filter introduced inside the e:q)erimental enclosure between
the laser and the first beam steering mirror. The purpose of the polarizer was to reduce
the intensity of the point source to very low levels. The second extra element, used in
both versions, was a beamsplitter located between the source pinhole and the fourth
beam steering mirror. The beamsplitter served partly to reduce the point source intensity
still fiirther and partly to allow the introduction of another radiation source that served as
a simulation of back^ound light. The third new element was a source of background
radiation. For version one, the background used was a v^e light source introduced
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into the beamsplitter by way of a fiber optic bundle. The fiber optic bundle oitered the
experimental enclosure and projected its li^ through an additional Plexiglas wall that
was also located inade the enclosure, onto the beamsplitter. For veraon two, the source
was a portion of the laser beam used to iOuminate the pinhole that was picked off with
another beamsplitter at the laser itself and re-directed to the combining beamsplitter with
steoing mkrors. This 1^ of laser light also was reflected off an extremely rapidly
rotating and highfy reflective rough sur&ce whose purpose was to limit the coherency of
the background Hght. The limit on coheren(^ that was achieved aDowed the background
radiation to have a randomly changing phase relationship with the pinhole source light,
and in addition the background light was efifectivefy non-coha«nt on the integration
timescale of the detector. The backgroimd was also considered to be an extended source
and produced an out-of-focus bhir at the detector.
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CHAPTER4
PREPARATION AND CALIBRATION

4.1 Preparation

4.1.1 The Phase Shifter
The heart of the background compensating technique is a device to shift the
phase of one of the two sutK-beams relative to the other.

To do this, a simple

arrangement was used wherry the optical path length of one of the sub-beams was
increased or decreased by the rotation of a rotatable piece of glass. It was desirable to
keep the respective optical path lengths of the two sub-beams as close to equal as
possible outside of this incremental controlled change. To achieve this, a fixed glass
plate was inserted into the beam path of the sub-beam whose phase was not dianged by
the rotatable piece of glass. Both the rotatable and the fixed glass plates were pieces of
mioroscope slides fix)m the same manu&cturing batch, ^^ch ensured ^)proximately
equal glass thicknesses.
Glass microscope slides are made using a float glass process, v^ch gives them a
remarkable degree of flatness.

Optically flat plates are needed for this application to

prevent random phase variations within each sub-beam and thus to permit a clearly
defined relative phase relationship between the two sub-beams whidi can be
characterized by a single parameter such as an optical path length. However, the
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mami&cturing process does not guarantee that the plates do not have a wedge angle
between the two sui&ces of a given plate, and in fiict almost all of them do have sudi an
angle. This means that the phase across each sub-beam will still vaiy, although not
randomly. This remaining phase variation is enough to destroy the concept of a singleparameter relative phase rdationship between the two sub-beams unless somethmg is
done to correct for it.
Fortunately, corrective action to restore the concept of wdl-defined relative
phase is available. If the two glass plates are carefiiOy chosen to have the same wedge
angle, and if this wedge angle is oriented identically in both plates as installed in the
phase shifter mount, then the ordered phase variation due to wedge angle will be the
same in both plates. That is, the ordered phase variations in both sub-beams will be
identical functions of position within the respective sub-beams and will thus cancel out.
This cancellation will leave a single-parameter relative phase relationship between the
sub-beams. Therefore, a preparatory procedure was carried out to make this selection
and orientation of phase plate pieces.
This preparatory procedure is illustrated in figure

21.

A Nfichelson

interferometCT was set up to produce two arms comprised of wide collimated beams.
This was accomplished by a commercial beam e3q)ander/collimator mounted in fi'oot of a
helium-neon laser. When tins setup is aligned, interference between the exit beams of the
two arms produces an interference pattern at the observation plane shown. This pattern
is senative to the optical path lengths in the two arms. If a portion of the beam in one
arm aq)eriences a change in optical path length relative to the corresponding portion of
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the other arm, a corresponding diange in interference fiii^

pattern will occur at the

corresponding observation point. Trial pieces of microscope slides were thai introduced
into the light path of one arm.
These trial pieces produced organized fringe patterns due to the wedge angles
they possessed. A wedge shaped piece in the light path will present a continuously
varying optical path length across it's &ce, leadmg to a continuously varying phase as a
function of lateral position in that arm. On interfering with the exit beam of the other
arm, these variations will appear as a series of parallel equally spaced fringes that can be
counted and whose orientation can be noted. By choosing two pieces with the same
fringe spacing and whose fringes are oriented in the same direction, matched pieces were
selected. It is important to note that since the light in the interferometer passes through
the microscope slide twice the relative phase shift introduced by the microscope slide
between the two arms of the interferometer is amplified by a &ctor of two. Therefore,
from one dark fiinge to the next, the optical thickness of the glass changes only by X/2
rather than by X. This allows even more precise selection of matching glass pieces.
The chosen pieces were then re-introduced into the inta:ferometer as a sandwich
in one arm as the inset of figure 21 shows. This allows a resolution of the remaining 180
degree imcertainty in the relative orientation of wedge angles in each glass piece. For
the e}q)eriment, the pieces were oriented in the mount so that the glass thickness
inoeased in the same direction for both. This mountii^ orientation together with the
previous selection for similar wedge angles ensured that the phase relationsbip between
sub-beams would be a single-parameter phase relationship.
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Tha% were 12 fiinges visible for eadi of the two pieces selected, indicating a
change in thickness of 67Jtl, where n is the index of refiaction for the glass used. The
spadng of fiinges was unifonn across the pieces,

is an indication of the sur&ce

flatness they possessed. When the glass pieces were introduced as a sandwich mto the
interferometer oriented so that the total glass thickness was as uniform as possible
Ondicating diametrically opposing wedge angles), the fiinges

virtually disappeared

leaving essentially a fixed relative phase difference across the output beam.

The

q)pearance of essentially a fixed rdative phase difference across the output beam
indicated that the glass pieces were well-matched for use in the experiment.
The selected pieces were then cut to size and re-tested to see if distortions were
introduced fi'om the cutting process. Some very slight distortions were noted, which
were confined to narrow r^ons bordering the cut edges. The

remaining

areas were

unaffected by the cutting process. Only one cut edge fi'om each piece was illuminated by
the beam during the actual experiment, the others being at the mnnnting points of the
two pieces of glass.

4.1.2 General Alignments
Refetring bade to figure 20, )^ch is a diagram of the actual experimental setup,
various alignment issues can be discussed. Most of them were one-time alignm^
problons since the m^ority of optical components were never adjusted after
placement on the optical bench.

initifll
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As mentioned previous^, most conq)ona]ts were placed at a nominal height of
3.25

inches and this

nominal

hei^it was also the designed height of the beam path.

Steering mirrors one and three acconqilished the adjustmoit of beam height from the
original height produced by the laser. Before any oth^ components were placed on the
table, this adjustment of beam height was checked by measuring the height of the beam
at a point just downstream from mirror three and at another point &r downstream from
mirror three. These measurements ensured that the beam was indeed at 3.25 inches and
that it was parallel to the sur&ce of the optical bench. With this method, the beam
direction was also adjusted to be parallel to the rows of pre-drilled holes in the bench,
that are provided to anchor optical components.
Next, the loises to expand and then focus the beam onto the source pinhole were
installed. Carefiil adjustments were used to center the lenses on the beam and to
produce a focused-spot that was close to 3.25 inches above the table. This was done for
one lens at a time, utilizing the above procedure for the first lens to ensure it's optical
axis was at the desired height and then placing the second lens to produce the focused
spot as described. This adjustment was more dif5cult since the focal lengths of these
lenses are short and therefore the beam e?q)ands r^idly with increasing distance
downstream from either lens.
As previously mentioned, the source pinhole was mounted so as to have three
degrees of translational freedom to accommodate small errors in the lens alignments
upstream. Once the pinhole and aU upstream components were in place, simultaneous
adjustments of mirrors one and three along with the pinhole position were made. These
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shnultaneous adjustments were optimized to achieve a bright, sio^idy expanding beam
downstream from the pinhole. This beam was adjusted to be 3.25 mches above the table
with an a»s of propagation that was parallel to the table, with measuremoits and
adjustments similar to those described above. These final adjustments were the key to
produdng good alignment of all these components.
The alignments of all other steering mirrors w^ easify accomplished usmg
similar techniques. The height of the square limiting aperture was set at the nominal
height to the tolerance of the marhinmg process used to manu&cture the mount. The
height alignment of the square aperture is less oitical due to the wide extent of the beam
at the ^>erture. Similarly, the phase plates merely had to cover the ectent of the beam
portion that passed through the aperture.

However, relative horizontal placement

between the aperture and the phase plates was inq)ortant to achieve equal sub-beam
widths at the aperture as assumed in the theoretical calculations. This relative alignment
was made by observing the beam downstream from the aperture/phase plate combination
with a commerdal charge-coupled device (CCD) camera and measuring sub-beam
widths on the television monitor attached to the camera. Measuring the sub-beam
widths on the television monitor allowed more accurate relative measurements since the
television image was much larger than the actual ^)erture. The television image was
centered on the screen before measuremoits were taken to equalize monitor distortions
in each sub-beam image.
The last alignments of importance were the alignments of the two main fiscusing
loises of the instrument. These adjustments were carried out in a manner similar to the
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way the pre-pinhole lenses were aligned. The main diffoence was the fiict that the focal
lengths involved woe mudi longer, which meant that

alignment

was much easier to

achieve. Both translational and rotational final alignments of the two main focusing
lenses were also judged by examining the diffraction patton of the point source m the
r^on near the focal plane with a magnifying lens. The final translational and rotational
alignments of these two lenses were made to minimize and symmetrize the distortions
visible both in the focal plane and at some distance fix)m it
Originally, steering mirror two was not a part of the setup but was later added to
accommodate a new laser and the experimental enclosure, \firrors one and three were
readjusted to accommodate this new addition, but without tearing down the other
components. Instead, the other components, ^dnch had already been aligned to the
original setup, wa% used as the alignment references for the new three mirror
combination upstream fi'om theuL Similar^, the main focusing lens used was originally a
single lens, aligned using the same type of process described for

the two lens

combination that eventually replaced it.

4.1.3 Phase Shifter Alignment
The last alignment question concerns the phase shifter plates. Specifically, it was
desirable to align the plates to have similar orientations with respect to the beam axis in
both a horizontal and a vertical rotation sense. These similar orientations would allow
the two sub-beams to e^)eiieiice similar optical path lengths through the mstiument
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The &ct that the plates were not coated with an anti-reflectioa coating was used to
provide a convouent means, as described beiow, of monitoring the necessary phase plate
moimting adjustmoits to achieve these orientations. The plates were first positioned at a
relatively large angle about the vertical axis with respect to the beam direction, as
discussed in chapter three.
This overall tilt allowed the reflections fix)m the glass plates to escape firom the
optical path, shine through the Plexiglas wall of the enclosure and impinge on the
laboratory walL Adjustments were then sunply made to bring these reflections (one for
each phase plate) into correct alignment on the waQ. That is, the reflections were
adjusted to be at the same height and side-by-side m the correct sense, which indicated
alignment in both axes. As a precaution, these positions were then marked on the wall
and the reflections checked fi'om time to time to ensure no drift occurred. No such drift
was evCT observed.
Incidentally, these reflections occurred at both the front and back surfaces of the
plates and the previously discussed wedge angles of the plates therefore produced an
interference pattern between the two reflections corresponding to each phase plate. The
number of fiinges observed on the wall was the same for each plate, confirming the
success of the procedure used to select matched pieces for use. No such pattern was
visible to the naked ^e downstream of the plates within the instrument, since the
amplitude of a secondary beam that experienced two internal reflections within a glass
phase plate before emerging would be about four percent of the non-reflected primary
beam amplitude. The fiinge pattern produced by the interference of the primary and
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secondary optical paths within each sub-beam might influence the e3q)erimental results, if
the secondary beam emerged fix>m the phase plates at sufBdently small angle with
respect to the primary beam. A su£Sciently small an^e is one that allows portions of the
secondary beam to overlap the primary beam in the r^ons in

data was collected.

However calculation shows that for the glass plate wedge angles used, the secondary
beam is deviated suflBdentfy firom the optical axis to avoid the condition of overlap with
the primary beam in the data takii^ r^ons.

4.2 Calibration

4.2.1 Detector Calibration
The background compensation tedmique presently under investigation involves
the subtraction of intensities in two different firames.

The theoretical calculations

assumed a linear detector response fimction to gCT^erate the curves being used for
comparison. Therefor^ it is important to investigate the response function of the
detector used and correct for any non-linearities that might be present. To do this, the
following technique was employed.

The setup is illustrated in figure 22.

The

une3q)anded laser beam was directed to a beamsplitter using steering mirrors. The
beamsplitter directs approximately half of the energy to an optical power meter, Newport
modd 835, and the other half to the detector bdng calibrated. The beamsplitter
arrangement thus allows sunuhaneous measurements as the optical power levd is
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changed by using neutral density filters and/or a rotatabie polarizer. The Newport
optical power meter makes the measurement of the independent variable (optical power)
and the detector output is the dependent variable. These two variables are then plotted
to visualise the response fimction

of the detector. However, there are some

considerations that must be taken into account whoi using this calibration technique.
One such consideration is the spatial intensity profile of the beams that readi the
two sensors. The laser beam itsdf does not have an entirety smooth mtensily profile as a
fimction of radial distance fix>m the optical axis, nor is the laser intensity profile
necessarity rotationally symmetric. In addition, the steenng mirrors can introduce more
spatial intensity variations, as can the fibers and polarizer. The net effect is a beam
profile with spatial intensity variations at many length scales, and some of these
variations will change as the fibers are adjusted. These spatial intensity variations
introduce a potential problem in matching up the measurements fi'om the two sensors.
The Newport optical power meter, having a relatively large active area of about 1.2S cm
in diameter that is larger than the visible laser beam itself collects energy fi-om all
portions of the laser beam However, the detector being calibrated is masked off with a
pinhole 10 microns in diameter and therefore it samples onty a very small part of the
beam As the optical power is changed with the fibers, these spatial intensity variations
will sweep across the 10 micron opening causing variations m the detector output that
will mask the true response fimction of the detector bdng calibrated. In ad(tition, the
sensitivity of the detector is controlled by swapping resistors in the detector circuit. The
physical act of pulling out one resistor and inserting another could cause the detector
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opening to shift position and therefore sanq)le a diflferent part of the spatial intensity
pattern of the beam.
The consideration regarding the spatial intoisity profile variations led to the
foUo^^ detector calibration procedure. Erst, the detector position is adjusted so that
it is approximatdy coitered on the laser beam optical axis. This is done so that the
intensity variations of the laser beam itsdf are minimized in the neighborhood of the
detector opening due to the Gaussian nature of laser beam intensity profiles. This
detector positioning is accomplished by taking successive pictures, and adjusting the
location of the detector that defines the center of the pictures along the x- and y- axes,
until the bright spot is centered in the pictures. Then, data are taken by recording the
Newport optical power meter reading while simultaneously taking a SO pixel by SO pixel
picture with the detector being calibrated. The filter position is then changed and
another Newport sensor reading and detector picture are recorded, and this process is
repeated for all data points desired. Each actual

point consists of the Newport

optical power reading paired with the average pixel value of the SO pixel by SO pixel
picture. This average value is &r more likely to be firee of the spatial intensity variation
effects described above because it is the average of 2,SOO pixels spread over a much
larger area of the beam. In addition, the pixels in this process were separated by 6 motor
pulses instead of the usual 3 pulses to increase the area of the beam being sampled. As
can be seen in the detector calibration plots (figures 23 through 2S) this procedure
resulted in ^itly smooth detector response curves. These smooth curves indicate that
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the averaging process successfiilly eliminated most of the spatial intensity variation
problem.
However, this pixel averaging process also introduces another consideration.
From the detector response curves, one can see that the detector does have some r^ons
of nonlinear response as wdl as an ofi&et which produces a non-zero output in the case
of zero optical power input Consider the case of very low average optical power aooss
the portion of the beam being sampled by the detector. As the optical power is lowered,
more and more pixels in the 50 pixel by SO pixel picture will &11 below the threshold of
detectability therefore producing the ofi^ output value for those pixels. Thus, the
average will be taken over a population that is more and more skewed by this Iowa*
bound of possible pixel outputs. In contrast, for high enough average optical power no
pbcels will have this condition and the average will be takoi over a much more symmetric
population. This di£ference in averaging populations could lead to errors in the final
detector calibration curve.
This second potential error was investigated by changing the calibration
procedure. In the original procedure where a 50 pixd by 50 pixel picture was averaged,
the spread in pixel values for a single picture was quite large. The highest pixel value
was frequently more than twice as large as the lowest value. The changed procedure
produced much more tightly distributed outputs with the spread from highest to lowest
bemg onfy a few percent therd)y greatly reducing the magnitude and onset of this
potential problem. This was done by keeping the detector position fixed and moving the
polarizer to sweep the intensity variations across the opening, recording eadi individual
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vahie and averaging the results of 10 such vahies. The rotation of the polarizer was th^
changed to change the average optical powo* and the process was repeated. This
changed procedure is much less susceptible to this potential error so a con^aiison
between the two procedures will indicate the magnitude of the error. Figure 25 shows
this con^arison and proves that this potential problon is not significant and can be
ignored.
The dependability of these calibrations was also investigated. For each saisitivity
setting calibration data was taken on several different occasions and the results were
virtualfy identical in every case. Figure 24 shows one such comparison between two
different calibration runs for the medium sensitivity setting. The repeatability shown
means that these calibrations are stable.
Finally, the results of the detector calibrations can be computed and implemented.
For each sensitivity setting, the detector output was plotted as a function of optical
power input. Areas of linear response were fitted with straight lines and areas of nonlinearity were fitted with parabolas, all by least squares analyses. The complete detector
response fimctions were then approximated by puttii^ together these pieces. The joining
of contiguous least squares fits was made as smooth as possible by adjusting the number
of data points used in eadh fit so that some data points were used in both fits. The use of
some data points in neighboring fits ensures that the fitted curves will intersect with
similar but not identical slopes at the point of intersection. Hgures 23 through 25 also
show the results of this process and table 1 shows the least squares fitting coefficients
that resulted. These fits were then used to rescale the raw detector outputs to a linear
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funcdon to correspond ^vith the theoretical assun^ons. For eadi pixd output value,
the response fimction was used to compute the correspondiiig x-axis value. This x-axis
value does not correspond to an absolute scale since the beamsplitter is not present for
the actual data takmg process and because of the dififerences in detector active areas
mentioned above.

The computed x-axis value merefy serves as an intermediate

parameter in these linearization calculations. This x-axis value was then used to con^mte
a y-axis vahie fiom the least squares fit appropriate to the linear portion of the response
fimction therdiy efifectivety extending the linear r^on of the response function over all
the detector output r^ons. The y-axb intercept of this linear fit was then subtracted
fi-om the linearized values so that zero optical power input would result in zero detector
counts as output. The condition of zero detector output for zero optical intensity input
is also an implicit assumption of the theoretical calculations. This process was applied to
aU pkels in the raw data before picture subtraction occurred. In addition, the diffoent
slopes in the linear r^ons of the different detector sensitivity settings are direct
measures of the relative sensitivities. Therefore the ratio of these slopes was used to plot
all results on a common scale so that the y-axis vahies can be directly compared across
dififereot profile plots.

4.2.2 Phase Shifter Calibration
Key to this backgroimd coiiq)ensation technique is the control of the relative
phases of the two sub-beams. Therefore precise calibration of the phase shifter device is
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ciiticaL To achieve this calibratioii, a method of successive approximations led to very
good results. Also, testing of the resulting calibration showed that the device was
goierally stable over long periods of time as long as it was not toudied.
The initial approximation involved putting a CCD camera at or near the position
of best fijcus, while using the las^-illuminated pinhole as a source. When the laser beam
intoisity was drastically reduced with neutral density filters to avoid saturation of the
camera, the central spot of the diffraction pattern was visible. Rotating the moveable
phase plate produced a series of dark interference fiinges that moved over this central
spot. Positions of the phase plate that put daric Mnges on the center of the spot were
recorded as first ^proximadons of the it relative phase shift positions. This was possible
to do with &ir accuraqr because a dark fiinge in the center would leave two unobscured
wings of the central diffraction spot that would be equal in intensity for correct
positioning of the dark into^ence fiinge.

bi addition, the intensities of each wing

changed rapidly as the dark fiinge moved. Positions of the plate that would produce
relative phase shifts of zero were not recorded because it was dif5cult to judge those
positions with any reasonable accuracy. Positions were recorded fiDr three successive
dark fiinges centered on the diffraction peak.
The next approximation consisted of taking pictures with the detector at sevoal
phase shifter plate positions near eadi first approximation vahie while the detector was
located at the best focus position along the optical axis. Profiles were plotted for each
such picture resulting in a double peak pattern that represented the remaining wings of
the central dififraction peak separated by the interference dark fiinge. Profiles were made
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by sin^ty plotting the pixd intensity value as a fimction of pixd x-location for one row
of pixds only. I tried to use pixd rows that contained the optical axis in the y-direction
although the symmetry technique being used hare does not depend oiticalfy on this ypositioning. Also, given the low d^ree of detector non-linearity, this phase shifter
calibration was done using non-linearized detector output Hatq Each such pixd intensity
profile would show the two wings as having different peak mten^es ^ce these
mtensities depend sensitive on the exact location of the dark fiinge.

That is, as the

daiic fiinge moves fi'om right to left the right wing will show a rapidly increasing peak
intensity and the left wing will show a rapidly decreasing one. I then used the differences
in tight wing vs. left wing peak intensities along with the known phase shifto' plate
locations to find the phase plate location giving idoitical left and right peak intensities by
linear interpolation.

The phase plate location predicted by interpolation was then

checked by measuring another profile using this predicted location. This final check of
phase shifter po^on gave equal right and left wing peak intensities, therd)y verifying
the result. These positions are the second approximation to the TC relative phase shift
positions, and this procedure is a very sensitive way to find them.

No finther

approximations were needed.
However, there is still the problem of finding the zero relative phase shift
positions. The relative phase shifts are produced by a changing optical path length in the
moving phase plate. This occurs through rotation but the stepper motor that causes the
rotation produces a linear motion i^ch gets converted to a rotational one by the
mounting structure of the phase plate. This combination of linear and rotational motions
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means that successive positions of ic (or zero) rdative phase shifts as measured by the
linear po^on readout of the motor will follow a trigonometric rather than a linear
function. That is

three successive TC relative phase shift positions were accurately

located as described above. With at least three ic rdative phase po^ons known, enough
data CTsts to account for this nonlinear effect. Howev^, looking at the data made it
clear that introducing an overall tilt of the entke phase shiftily device (both the fixed
plate and the moveable plate) as desoibed eariier reduced this non-linearity effect to the
point that it was virtually undetectable. Therefore it was possible to sinq)ly find the
midpoint between two successive TC relative phase shift positions and define that as the
corresponding zero relative phase shift position.
Finally, it can be noted that the location error of the n relative phase shift
positions has a much greater effect on the results of the experiment than the
corresponding error for zero relative phase shift positions. This sensitivity difference is
due to the profile of the central Fraunhofer diffraction peak for the in-focus point source,
which rises steeply at first but has a broad top. Therefore errors in the zero phase shift
position will not greatly affect the peak intensity of the in-focus point source at zero
relative phase. However, errors in the ic relative phase position will more strongly
influence the resulting peak intensities of the surviving wings of the central difBraction
peak, since those wings occur along the steep portion of the diffraction envelope. This
difference in sensitivity to errors in phase plate positioning is related to the reason

it
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was easier to locate ic rdative phase positions as opposed to the zero relative phase
positions m the first ^proximation, as described above.
The last task remaining was to ensure that the phase shifter calibration was
repeatable and long-lasting. These goals were sought by periodical^ checking the ic
rdative phase shift position profiles for symmetry in the left and right peak intensities.
The phase shifter does show an occasional tendency to suddenly become uncalibrated
although there were also loi^ periods

no sudi chaises occurred. Each such

sudden change required a re-calibration of the phase shifter. I suspect that these changes
are caused when the vibration of the phase shifter stepper motor causes the phase
plate(s) to shift slightly in the support structure thus changing the optical thickness and
relative phase difference produced. The phase plates w^ mounted against machined
aluminum and held in place by Teflon tipped set screws. These set screws were
tightened as much as possible, but too much tightening caused the glass to crack. It is
possible that this limit on tightening also prevented enough fiiction fi-om forming to
avoid these occasional slips. However, it was observed that no such slippage occurred
during the actual data taking except for one event that did not detract fi'om the validity
of the corresponding result. Finally, the calibration also changed if the device was
accidentally disturbed or if it was turned off before bdng returned to the zero readout
position (which is necessary because on power-up it displays a position of zero).
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CHAPTERS
SOURCES OF ERROR

Different possible sources of error were investigated in the course of the
experiment. Some postulated error sources were in &ct confirmed as having significant
efifects on the results, while others were seen to be sniflll enough to be ignored. The first
section of this chapter describes each investigated source in turn, and the second section
presents procedures adopted to reduce eadi potential error source to an acceptable level.

5.1 Error Sources

5.1.1 Random Air Currents
The technique of background radiation compensation is interferometric in nature
and operates with optical beams of considerable lateral extent. The combination of
interferometry and beams of wide lateral extent produces a situation particulariy sensitive
to small disturbances of the air in the beam path. As the beam traverses a parcel of air
the wavefiront becomes distorted if the parcel has a non-uniform density. That is,
different portions of the wavefiront suffer different phase shifts relative to one another as
the beam progresses through the air parcel When these different areas of the beam are
brou^ back together at the focus of the instrument, these relative phase differences will
aher an interference pattern generated by the beam interfering with itself or with another
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beam and therefore alter the corre^nding intensity profile. As the pared of air moves
as part of a goieral flow pattern of the surrounding gas, different patterns of relative
phase shifts will appear across the beam and will cause different corresponding measured
intensity profiles at the focus. These changes can completely overwhelm the desired
intensity changes caused by the controlled phase shifts introduced by the phase shifter
apparatus. In addition, these shifts in relative phases caused by air movements can occur
&iriy rapidly, and since conditions can substantial^ diange simultaneously all across the
wavefront the random variations in corresponding measured intensity profiles at the
focus can change even more rapidly. The net result in an unprotected ^stem is
extremely rapid and large fluctuations in corresponding measured intensity profiles at the
focus that can dominate the desired signal. The random air current source of error was
initially found to be a major problem in the experiment. La &ct, random air currents
were by &r the biggest single noise contributor before corrective steps were taken.

5.1.2 Laser Power Output Variations
Non-stabilized lasers tend to show a drift m optical power output as a function of
time. The drift is mainly due to fluctuations in the temperature of the laser optical cavity.
These temperature changes cause the cavity to e}q)and and contract slightty, and as this
h^pens, the ftequrades

of the laser longitudinal modes drift in and out of the natural

line profile of the radiating atoms causing the optical power output to vary. The drift
effect is paiticularfy noticeable during the initial wann up period y^en the optical cavity
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teiiq>a^ture is changing most rapidfy and by the largest amount For a non-stabilized
laser, even after a quasi-equilibrium has been adneved, there is sdU a conaderable
fluctuation in power output. These variations are not veiy periodic and are probably due
mainly to changes in air currents, average room air temperature, and average electrical
power entering the laser, all of which cause different rates of heat transfer into and away
from the optical cavity.

5.1.3 Laboratory Environmental Controls
Heating and air conditioning bring more changes in air currents and average
room air temperature. These environmental changes can cause the temperatures of
objects in the room to seek new equilibrium values. Li particular, the changes can cause
portions of the optical bench to experience temperature changes. With the e?q)ansions
and contractions these temperature changes bring about the net effect can be a warping
of the working surfiice of the boich. The warping of the optical bench was observed to
be a significant source of error for this experiment. Data was taken with a temperaturestabilized mode-locked laser illuminating the pinhole, with the transmitted light
proceeding on through the rest of the apparatus to the detector that was located at a
fixed position. Large and sudden variations were observed in the detector output, which
were interpreted as being manifestations of shifts of the position of the dif&action pattern
corresponding to the image of the point source. The variations have been shown to
correlate very well with the ceding of the room awiromnental controls. In addition, a
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similar effect can be induced by sinq)fy putting 10 or 20 pounds of force at certain
locations of the working sur&ce. Because the beam travds sev^al times aaross most of
the length of the bench, any warping eflfect is magnified several fold.

5.1.4 Laser Beam Shifts
Another temperature-related efifect shows up in the direction of the laser beam.
The moimting system of the optical cavity can be afifected

changing temperatures,

causing an orientation shift of the cavity and sending the output beam in new directions.
Again, the most dramatic changes occur as the laser initially warms up but one subtle
effect is that the beam does not always end up pointing m exactly the same direction after
each such warm-up period. The non-repeatable warm-up effect is present even for the
ten[q)erature stabilized laser used.

The effect must be accounted for to avoid the

misalignments that would otherwise result. These shifts would not change the positions
of the dif&action and interfo'ence features because those positions are determined by the
geometry of the experimental elements. However, these shifts would change the relative
intensities of the features by changing the relative levels of illumination across the
rectangular aperture stop of the system.

5.1.5 Convection Currents
Immediatdy downstream of the phase-shifter plates, the stepper motor of the
phase shifter is located under the beam path. Since it is a stepper motor electrical
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current is always flowing through the coils as long as the power is ^)plied, even when
the motor is not moving. The motor coils e^)aience Joule heating £ix>m the current and
the motor slovdy warms up. Because the motor is located inside the plastic and Plexiglas
enclosure, the heating up of the motor will initiate convection currents of air inside the
enclosure. The motor location being directly underneath the beam path maximizes the
possibility that these air currents will affect the ^)eriment The isolation of the air in the
oidosure probably allows the convection pattern to remain &iriy stable, but the
convection still represents dianged air densities in various parts of the beam path that
would show up as pseudo-stable phase variations across the beam. Errors could be
introduced if the phase shifter calibration is performed before an equilibrium convection
state is achieved, or if data is taken before this condition is reached.

5.1.6 Other Temperature Related Errors
In addition to considering the laser and phase shifter stepper motor, there are two
other 'active' components of the experiment. Here, the word 'active' means parts that
recdve electrical currrait and therefore experience heating effects that might somehow
influence the experiment. The two remaining conqranents are the computer and the
detector electronics, including the stepper motors that move the detector in directions
perpendicular to the optical axis.
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5.1.7 Optical Abaradons
The theoretical calculations assume a perfect focusmg lens free of aberrations.
Of course the pineal lenses actualfy used cannot be aberration free and the existing
d^)artures from pofection vnll have an influence on the results obtained. In frict,
aberration appears to be the largest source of OTor that remains in the data. Originally, a
single good quality focusing lens was used in the apparatus, although it did suffer from
noticeable astigmatism However, the focal loigth was not appropriate for the final
configuration of the experiment and the smgle lens was replaced by a two lens
combination that was used to record all of the background compensation data presented
here. But regardless of the lens or lenses used optical aberrations are unavoidable.
These errors are minimized near focus in comparison with the magnitude of the desired
signal to be measured. As the detector gets frirther from the r^on of best focus the
magnitude of the signal being measured decreases drastically and the decrease allows the
optical aberration errors to become more prominent by comparison.

5.1.8 Detector Positioning Errors
The background compensation technique rdies on taking multiple pictures that
are then subtracted from one another. The subtraction process requires very good
registration between the pictures being manipulated. That is, the rows and columns of
pixels in each picture must line up with the corresponding rows and columns of the other
picture. Subtracting pictures that are not in registration means that pixek from one
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image will be subtracted fix>m inappropriate pixels in the other image leading to
erroneous results.

5.1.9 Electronics Rdated Errors
The detector output could be affected by many subtle electronics efifects causing
random noise and/or introdudng bias into the output Obviously these effects, if th^
east, represent sources of error that would affect the results. These potential problems
can arise in the analog or the digital domain of the electronics, for example in fluctuating
'ground' voltages or dropped data bits, to name just two of a myriad of possible causes.

5.1.10 Vibrations
Any significant vibration of the optical bench working sur&ce would obviously
cause erroneous data by shifting the position and possibly the intensity of the pattern of
light being measured at the detector, or by imposing random motion on the detector.
One possible vibration source is the detector itself since it is being moved in a raster
pattern by two stepper motors. Another possible source is the computer that controls
the data taking process, which was located on a portion of the optical bench.
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Procedures Adopted to Reduce Errors

5.2.1 Error Reduction for Random Air Currents
The CTtire beam path from laser to detector was isolated from room air currents
by a combination of cardboard tubes and a Plexiglas enclosure that was covered with a
sheet of plastic. Observations were made that consisted of monitoring the detector
output as the detector received laser light that had passed through the entire apparatus.
These observations were made both before and after the eq)erimental enclosure was
installed, and the data showed a very large reduction m the anq)litude of the temporal
noise. The noise reduction achieved by covering the experiment in this &shion was
greater than two orders of magnitude. Sources of heat were not included inside the
enclosure with the single exception of the phase shifter stepper motors, which are
discussed below. That is, the laser was outside the enclosure, as were the detector and
the associated stepper motors. The locating of heat-dissipating elements outside the
enclosure was done to avoid establishing convection currents inside the enclosure that
would reduce the protective efifects of covering the experiment.

5.2.2 Error Reduction for Laso* Power Output Variations
During the course of the investigation, it was discovered that the laser power
output drifted with time. The drift was unacceptabfy large, and therefore a temperaturestabilized mode-locked laser was substituted for the nonrstabilized laso* previously used.
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for the duration of the investigation. The laser change was crudal because the nature of
the detector used required data taking runs for one background compensated image of
30 minutes or longer. Ai^ appredable laser power output dianges within this timeframe
would introduce Mse signatures into the data. Therefore a stable light source was a
necessity.

5.2.3 Error Reduction for Laboratory Environmental Controls
Avoiding the optical bench warping and any other effects due to the cycling of
environmental controls was not difBcuh. Three specific steps were imdertaken. First,
plastic sheets were hung from the bottom of the optical bendi to the floor all around the
bench perimeter. These plastic sheets avoided the infiltration of air under the bench and
therd)y protected the lower sur&ce of the "hollow" bench to about the same extent as
the upper sur&ce was protected by the plastic and Plexiglas enclosure of the e;q)eriment.
Upper and lower sur&ces then would respond to about the same degree to any change in
ambient air temperature or currents, redudng differential e^qpansion or contraction
between the sur&ces and the resulting warpmg of the bench.

Second, the air

conditioning and heating ceiling vents that feced in the direction of the optical bench
were closed off for the experiment. The dosures, along with an existing plastic curtain
that went from the floor to near the ceiling, reduced any air currents moving towards the
experiment. These first two steps were undertaken to reduce any errors that would
resuh if the third step was inadvertently omitted. The third step referred to above was
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that the environmental control ^stem was sinq>]y turned off at least IS mimites prior to
taking data. Note that detector calibration data was not soisitive to the environmental
controls since the laser beam did not travel through the apparatus nor over a large
portion of the optical bench, but was instead (Greeted mto the detector located a
relative^ short distance away. In addition, the unmodified laser beam used for detector
calibration possessed a relatively wide beam profile.

5.2.4 Error Reduction for Laser Beam Shifts
To reduce errors due to laser beam direction shifts, two specific procedures were
adopted. First, the laser was turned on at least 9 hours prior to taking ai^ experimental
data. This time interval was adopted after examining trial data taken to identify several
possible sources of error. Among oth^ things, the drifting of the laser beam direction as
a fimction of time was observed in the trial data, hi addition, it was noted how long the
laser beam takes to setde down to a stable direction. The trial data taken consisted of
allowing the laser light to pass through the q)paratus and M on the detector. The
detector was fixed in position along all three axes at the location of best focus and the
position (in pixels) of the brightest spot in the focused image was recorded as a fimction
of time. The laser was switched on at time t = 0. Upon examination of the resulting trial
data it was dear that the laser beam shifiis affected the x-location of the spot but not the
y-location; and the warm-up time required for the laser was seen to be about 9 hours.
The second procedure, carried out after the expiration of the 9 hour wann-up period and
before any data was taken, was to re-acQust the third steering mirror (see figure 20) to
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afiga the beam according to a patton vi^ie on the wall bdiind the fourth steering
mirror. Since the fourth steering mirror was a long distance downstream from the
source pinhole, the Aiiy diffiaction pattern at the fourth steering mirror was largo- than
both the fourth steering mirror and the mirror mount of the fourth steering mirror. In
addition, since the Plexiglas endosure was transparent, the large Airy pattern of light
cast a shadow of the fourth steering mirror on the wall along with the outline of the
diffraction central peak and first bright fiinge.

The positions of the shadow, central

peak, and bright fiinge were mariced on the wall after carefiil alignment had produced
symmetric Oiumination of the square {q)oture. Before each data taking run the Airy
diffraction pattern was re-aligned with these marks. The enforced warm-up period
together with the re-alignment procedure ensured q)proximately the same aperture
illumination pattern fi'om one data run to the next. Also, the wall pattern was diecked
fi-om time to time during data taking runs to ensure no flirther drifting occurred, and the
pattern always appeared to be very stable after the first adjustment described above.

S.2.S Error Reduction for Convection Currents
As mentioned, convection currents generated by the phase-shifter stepper motor
are located inside the experimental enclosure. These convection currents are protected
from outside air currents and presumably the pattern of convection currents is therefore
fiiiriy stable. The procedure was adopted of turning on the phase shifter at the same time
as the laser, 9 hours in advance oftakinge?q)erimental data of any kind. Again, the time
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interval was chosen by examining the same sets of trial data previously referred to. The
phase-shifter stepper motor was powered on and off at various times during the first trial
data run, along with other components. This trial investigation was repeated several
days later with the phase-shifter stq>per motor left constantly on. It does not appear
firom the two sets of trial data that the phase-shifter stepper motor temperature a£fected
the position of the image. However, to ensure that any convection patterns established
by the phase-shifter stepper motor have stabilized prior to data taking or calibration
activities the above procedure was established. In this way any error caused by the
convection was minimized.

5.2.6 Error Reduction for Other Temperature Related Errors
Again, the two sets of trial data referred to above were used to investigate
whether other e7q)erimental conq)onents cause problems and to determine the
magnitudes of any such problems. Various active components were powered up and
down at various times during these trial data runs to investigate the individual efifects
each one might exot. All active components were switdied on at time t = 0. They-axis
shifts observed in the trial data seem to be related to the computer and to the detector
electronics, with the exception that the detector stepper motors did not seem to cause
ai^ efifect. The y-ans shifts reach an equilibrium position after only a few hours.
Therefore, a procedure was adopted of turning on the components suspected of causing
the y-axis shifb two hours in advance of e3q)erimental data taldug or calibration activities
to avoid the errors that would otherwise be introduced.

addition, an air diverter
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screen was placed between the conq)uter and the detector to rnhnm^t^. any efifect of the
air exhaust from the computer cooling fan

5.2.7 Error Reduction for Optical Aberrations
Reducing optical aberrations is often a very difScult task and reduction bdow a
certain level generaify requires high quality lenses that are very e}q)ensive. The highest
quality lenses available were used and the lenses were aligned carefully to reduce the
aberrations, bi addition it can be noted that any aberrations a£fecting the intensity
profiles can be described as a sum of spatialfy symmetric and spatially antisymmetric
terms with respect to the optical axb location. In post processing the magnitude of the
aberrations was therefore reduced by averaging the mtensity profiles on either side of the
optical axis, which eliminated any spatially antisymmetric terms in the expansion.

5.2.8 Error Reduction for Detector Positioning Errors
Since there was no position readout available for the detector stepper motors or
the detector itself it was necessary to make sure the steppo: motors did not 'skip' aity
movement commands fi'om the computer. Potential 'skipping' was easify tested by
commanding a long series of moves followed by a command to return to the startii^
position. It was then possible to visualfy check the final detector position and compare
the final position to the starting position, hiitially the system did not pass the test and the
coimnands generated by the computer had to be delayed to allow the stepper motors
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enough time to physical^ move as well as to aflow the assodated motor control
dectronics to operate correctly. After making the timing a(Qustments on a trial and error
basis the detector positioning became very reliable. The movement tests were repeated
on mai^ occasions and ending position was nevo' observed to be more than one motor
pulse away from the starting po^on. For the overwhehning miqoiity of the time, no
error was observed at all. In addition, one motor pulse was equivalent to one-third of a
pixel diameter. Therefore, the potential error was neariy completely elimniated.
In addition, there is the question of backlash in the x-y stage on which the
detector was moimted. Backlash caused the actual stage position that corresponded to a
given commanded position to differ from the commanded position if the commanded
position was ^proached from opposite sides along a given axis on two different
occasions. Since the pbcels were only 10 microns in diameter, backlash could severely
disrupt the required pixel registration. The backlash error was completely avoided by
ensuring that pixel positions were always approached from one side only, after having
moved sufiBdently fiir away in the opposite direction to n^ate the backlash effect..

S.2.9 Error Reduction for Electronics Related Errors
The detailed investigation of all possible error sources in this reahn would be time
consuming indeed. However, the output of the detector was actualty very quiet,
indicating that random electronic noise from all sources combined was not an important
error term.

This is a simple consideration that bypasses ahnost all of these
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complications. Figures 28 and 29, for example; show that the detector does not sufifer
fix>m iq)preciable random noise because these picture projSes are very smooth. Figures
28 and 29 are plots of individual pixd intensity values vs. pixd position and th^ do not
display the pixel-to-pixel variations that would be a signature of random noise in the
detector output Each plotted pixel intoisity value is an average of 100 sanqiles, so
some amount of averaging was done and clearly the averaging was sufSdent to remove
ai^ variations that might have been present in the raw output. One can also look to the
repeatability of the detector calibration curves ^gures 23 through 25) as further
evidence that detector random noise is not a problem.
However, there is one small electronic eSect that represents a bias in the detector
output rather than a random error. ^ the detector stepper motors are powered on and
off while the detector itself is not moving, the detector output shows a smaQ and
repeatable ofi&et effect. The magnitude of the effect is 1.555 counts for sensitivity
setting one, and 1.399 counts for setting two; v^ere both numbers represent averages of
some 100,000 samples. The of^ averages can be compared to outputs ranging up to
3,500 counts for a near-full-scale output value. Clearly the motor bias effect is small
Even more importantly, the detector stepper motors were turned on for all data taking
and calibration procedures followed with the single exception of the alternative detector
calibration procedure discussed in section 4.2.1, detector calibration, and in that single
exception the ofl^ was taken into account before comparison with other detector
calibration data. Therefore, the of^ does not affect the results in ai^ way since it was
present both in the calibrations and in the data taking runs. Also, if the magnitude of the
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efifect was somehow dependent on average detector output levds (a muhiplicative error
rather than an additive orror) the efifect would still have no influence on the results; again
due to the &ct that it was present in the calibration nms as well as in the data taking
runs.

5.2.10 Error Reduction for Vibrations
There were four possible sources of vibrations for the experiment: the detector,
the conq)uter, the phase shifter, and sources exterior to the experiment. Of these, the
phase shifter can be eliminated since the phase plate was never moving during data
collection. The detector itself was m &ct found to be a significant vibration source. A
new procedure was adopted of sin^)fy moving the detector to each new pixel location
and then pausing long enough for the move-caused vibrations to damp out before
recording the intensity value at the new pixd. The procedure was cleariy successful in
eliminating the probleuL The length of time to pause was worked out by trial-and-error
to be 0.18 seconds. The trial-and-error result was changed to 0.3 seconds for all data
taking to provide a margin of safety. After the new pause time was adopted, the other
potential vibration sources were determined to not be smous problems by the simple
observation that the pictures and intensity profiles were fi-ee of pixel-to-pixel variations
characteristic of random noise. This is the same argument as was made in the case of
possible electronics noise.
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CHAPTER6
RESULTS AND CONCXUSIONS

6.1 &q)erim^tal Results

6.1.1 Scaling between Experiment and Theory
The theoretical calculations presented ha« have been expressed using the
dimensionless variables (D and Y for distances along the x- and z- axes, respectively, from
the image point. The use of these dimensionless variables to express actual distances in
the experiment &cilitates making general comparisons between experimental results and
theoretical predictions. This is because the two-dimensional patterns of diffiaction and
interference can be parameterized in terms of these dimensionless variables making
possible direct conq>arisons between optical systems with different focal lengths or other
parameters. To do this, we must identify the characteristics that are relevant. The
present interferometric background compensation technique, being dependent on
interference between the partially overi^ping light cones of each sub-beam, is sensitive
to changes in/-number of the light cones near focus. That is, if the cones are only slo\(dy
converging towards an image point, then one can physically move the detector a
relatively large distance and still e;q)eriCTce significant overlap between the two
converging cones of each sub-beam. Smaller/-numbers mean that the cones of light are
converging more rapidly, and therefore moving the detector by the same amount will
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result in a position ^ere the two sub-beams do not overly as much. This means that,
for the same pineal movement of the detector, the change in y is smaller in the first
case than it is for the second case.
in the actual e}q)eriment, the focusing role of the single objective lens assumed in
the theory is actually performed by two pfayacal lenses on the optical bench (see figure
20). The /-number of the two-lens combination can be measured in the lab and the
location and focal length of an equivalent single lens can be calculated by assuming that
the beam was coOimated upstream from the equivalent lens. In the actual experiment,
the beam was not collimated upstream fix>m the two-lens combination. However, that
&ct is not particular^ relevant h^e. It is the behavior of the beam downstream fix}m the
lenses that matters. Referring to figure 26, the angle of convergence a can be calculated
from the two measurements of beam diameter made at A and B. Point A is the location
of best focus for the pinhole point source and two-lens combination, corresponding to a
geometrical beam diameter of z^o. The calculation of a is made using tan(a) = a/d,
^o'e a is the half-width of the beam at a point \^ch is at a distance d fijom point A.
The value of a that is obtained fix>m the calculation, along with the known half-width
^ of the beam at the phase plates, can be used to calculate the focal length and placement
of a hypothetical single lens. This single lens would focus a collimated beam of light
with a half-width equal to ^ onto point A with the same half-angle of convergence a as
in the actual experiment. The equivalent lens situation is illustrated in figure 27. These
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considerations lead to an equivalent single lens with a focal length of 4.52 meters,
located 4.S2 meters upstream fiom point A.
The equivalent lens can now be used to relate the dimensionless variable y to
actual distances on the optical bench. The definition of y is
(6.1)

y^ere ^ is the phase plate width in meters (and is also the imdth of one sub-beam at the
aperture), k is the wavonimber in inverse meters, z is the distance along z-axis fi-om the
position of best focus in meters, and f is the focal distance of the hypothetical lens in
meters. The definition thus relates y to z. From the preceding discussion, it can be seen
that there are an infinite number of equivalent lenses that could be used, provided one
adjusts the value of ^ used accordingly. The equivalent lens must produce the same fnumber of the converging beam and it should be considered to be located at a distance
upstream of point A equal to its focal length, with ^ adjusted to exactly fit the resulting
convergent beam. See figure 27 for an illustration of this point. Hgure 27 shows the
actual equivalent (but hypothetical) lens used, along with one ahemative equivalent lens
and plate width combination, as an exaQq)le. Points A and B are included in figure 27 as
well to allow clearer comparison with the actual setup as illustrated in figure 26.
The corresponding defiziition of m, for the x-axis, is
(6.2)
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whoe X is the distance along x-axis fix)m the position of best focus in meters, and the
symbols ^ k, and f are defined as above. Using the same equivalent lens as before, this
relationship can be used to rdate x to <d. Knowing the size and spacing of pixels, o> can
also be related to pixel number.
This completes the scaling to be used between experiment and theory. Equations
(6.1) and (6.2) are used to position the detector at pre-selected y locations along the
optical axis z for measurement of intensity profiles as a function of (D along the xaxis. These intensity profiles are then compared with theoretical predictions.

The

parameter values for use in the scaling are:
f = 4.52 ±.18 meters (focal length of equivalent lens),
^ = 0.0086 ± .000127 meters (actual phase plate width),
k = 2ic/X = 9.92918x10® ± 10 meters'^ (actual wavenumbCT).

6.1.2 Experimental Data
Some of the ejqierimental data is presented in the form of intensity profiles,
which are plots of pixel intensity values as fimctions of x-axis pixel position for one row
of pixels across the center of the image. At each y position for iT^ch data was acquired,
zero relative phase and TC relative phase pictures were taken, linearized according to the
detector calibration curve (see discussion in section 4.2.1), and subtracted one firom the
other to generate a compensated image. A compensated intensity profile of the resulting
image was made, and two exanq)le compensated intensity profiles are presented here in
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figures 28 and 29. The compensated intenaty profiles contain the position of the ^stem
optical axis but are seen to not atw^ be ^mmetrical about that axis. The compensated
intensity profiles were averaged about an identified optical axis po^on in an attempt to
eliminate spatially anti^mmetric tnms of the optical aberration error, as discussed
previously. The symmetrical compensated intensity profiles corresponding to the same y
positions presented in figures 9 through 14 are presoited in figures 30 through 35.
Finally, measurements for sevoal of the y positions were repeated at various times in
order to check for ai^ changes m the system that might indicate other sources of errors
are present. The results represented by the non-symmetrical compensated intensity
profiles were very repeatable and the repeatability shows that there were no errors
present due to changes in the system at the level of the statistical errors in the non
symmetrical compensated intensity profiles.

In particular, the problem of sudden

changes in the phase shifter calibration discussed in chapter 4 was seen as a result of the
repeatability to not have been a problem during the actual data-taking runs.

6.1.3 Comparison between Data and Theoiy
The first

point that can be noted on comparing the ^perimental and

corresponding theoretical plots is that there is broad agreement between the magnitudes
of the symmetrical compensated intensities and theoretical predictions at eadi y position.
In addition, the features in the ^mmetrical compensated intensity vs. o findings show
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the same kmds of behavior. Rnalty, there are also some obvious dififerences between the
e}q)erimental and theoretical plots. This last point will be discussed first.
The differences seen between e^)aiment and theory are partially due to the
remaining effects of optical aberrations. It is difficult to remove aU traces of aberrations
in at^ optical system. The remaining aberrations, after the adjustments that were made
to reduce them, still contribute to distortions m the distribution of optical an^litude.
Since the quantities being measured were intensities, which are the squares of the
amplitudes at each pixel, the remainii^ ab^rations are quite noticeable because of
interference effects. Because the range these plots represent in y octends quite &r fix)m
the position of best focus, aberration errors of the magnitude observed herein are not
unreasonable. The physical distance traveled by the detector in covering the presented
range m y extended firom the position of best focus to a position about hal^vay towards
the physical two-lens combination producing the images. This was a distance of ahnost
one meter, and can be compared to the focal length of the equivalent hypothetical lens
discussed earlier, which was about 4.5 meters. Thus, the detector was sampling a region
which was located almost one-fifth of the focal length of the equivalent lens away fi'om
the focus position. This is much &rther away than the distance at which almost any
other optical instrument is e:q>ected to operate. However, it was valuable to collect data
even at these extreme positions to push the con^)arison between measured results and
theory as &r as practicable. The remaining abmadons did not preclude the extraction of
meaningfiil conchisions fiom the data.
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The other identified influence resulting hi dififerences between theory and
experiment is the efifect of the phase shifter design. As discussed in chapter four, the
glass plates of the phase shifter had cut edges that were painted black to reduce
unwanted reflections and other edge eflfects. The edge treatment resulted in a dear
separation between the two sub-beams at the phase shifter of about 1.4 percent of the
width of the square q)erture, which was a departure fi-om the model used in performing
the theoretical calculations. The separation can be considered as an apodization of the
beam profile, which is a refinement of the technique discussed in the patent [38], In feet,
this apodization is of the type recommended to achieve enhanced background signal
rejection since this ^dization reduces the overall magnitudes of the out-of-focus
signals falling in the region of dif&action-caused oveilap between the two sub-beams. In
the present case where the out-of-focus point sources are located on the optical axis, the
^)odization influences the resulting compensated and uncompensated intensities at small
0 values. Support of this apodization hypothesis is found in the plots to be discussed
next as well as in the synmietrical compensated intensity profile plots previously
presented.
The broad agreement between theory and experiment regarding the average
con^nsated intensities seen at each y position offers strong support for the theory.
I^gure 36 is a comparison of the average non-symmetrical compensated intensity
measured for each y position to the average intensity e;q)ected fi'om the theoretical
calculations of compoisated and uncompensated intensities. The average of the non-
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^mmetrical conqieiisated intensities is taken across all oo values. Good agreement is
shown in general, especially in contrast to the predictions of uncompensated
Cconventionar) intensities. The use of the avoaged non-synmietrical compensated
intensities as a basis of conq>arison with theory rather than the use of the ^mmetrical
compensated inten^es at

particular spot such as the optical axis is anotho* good

way to reduce the remaining fluctuations

introduced by the unavoidable optical

aberrations while still extracting usefiil information. Note that these averi^es of the non
symmetrical con^)ensated intensity profiles inchide ±e vall^ that dip below zero
intensity which are features found

only in the subtractive type of background

compensation of the technique examined herein, and never in conventional imagery.
The influence of the ^odization is also ^parent. The averaged non-symmetrical
compensated intensity data points are seen to lie below the corresponding expected
values for all Y> which is exactiy the type of behavior expected for the kind of
apodization that was present. Li addition, the ^xxlization-caused reduction in average
non-symmetrical compensated intensity is expected to be generally smaller for larger y
values, since for these positions the non-^mmetrical compensated intensities at small CQ
are not so dominant in the calculations of average non-^mmetrical compensated
intoisities.

The behavior of the apodization-caused reduction in average non

symmetrical compensated intensity as a fimction of y is also cleaity illustrated. Therefore
the comparison shown here in figure 36 between calculation and e^qperiment does indeed
of^ some real support of the theory.
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IRguie 37 shows a similar comparison between experimental results of non
symmetrical compensated profiles and theor^cal pre^ctions of compensated and
uncompensated cases. The root-mean-square (nns) values of the experimental and
theoretical intensity profiles are plotted here vs. y, using the non-^mmetrical
conq)ensated intensity data. Clearfy the apodization has reduced the rms vahies of the
non-symmetrical compensated intensity data with respect to the corresponding
theoretical predictions, and this reduction is again to be expected since the apodization
will tend to dampen all intensity variations at small (D values. In addition, it can be
argued fi'om the gn^h that the remaining aberrations are not very significant for the
global signatures of a>-averaged intensities and intensity rms values, since aberrations
would tend to increase the rms value as a result of the intensity variations thqr introduce.
However, the rms-increasing efifect of the aborations is partially of&et by the rmslowering tendency of the apodization, so this argument cannot be interpreted to mean
that no aberrations were present, {finally it can be noted that figures 36 and 37 are
consistent with each other since the apodization tends to explain the discrepancies
between theory and e3q)eriment on both graphs.
In addition, there is general agreement between theory and e}q)eriment in the
shapes of the symmetrical compensated intensity profiles. The separations of the valleys
on the symmetrical compoisated intensity profiles that dip below zero intend are in
particular reasonably close to the theoretical predictions. This is good e}q)erimental
support, and once again rqn-esents a piece of mformation that can be extracted fi'om the
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data despite the presence of the aberratioiirinduced intend deviations. However, this
kind of comparison depends on individual features of the ^mmetrical compensated
intensity profiles and is limited in usefiifaiess to the y positions least affected by the
presence of aberrations and apodizatioiL The valley separation was computed for the
experimental ^mmetrical compensated profiles that wore averaged across the optical
axis to reduce aberration effects, and is also gathered together for easy comparison
between experiment and prediction in table 2. Here as wdl, the fiinctional form of the
intensity vall^ separation as y increases shows good agreement between e}q)erimetit and
prediction for the limited y range compared.
Looking at the symmetrical compensated intensity profiles for the lowest y values
where the effects of optical aberrations are the smallest provides another way to test the
theory. The ratio of central peak height to ndghboriog valley depth can be compared
between experiment and prediction. The central peak height to neighboring vall^ depth
comparison is presented in table 3 for the first few

y vahies, ^ere again the

experimental data was taken fi'om the plots of symmetrical compensated intensity
profiles that reduce the effects of aberrations.

Cleaiiy the peak to vall^ ratio

comparison also demonstrates agreement and provides additional evidence in support of
the theoretical development. The peak to vall^ ratio conq>arison is even more sensitive
to the presence of aberrations and ^)odization since it depends on two individual
features in the profiles at each y positioiL Therefore the peak to valley ratio compar^n
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is restricted to an even smaller y range than was the case for the vaU^ separation
comparison made above.
Iwalfy, the results of the secondary experiment also offer persuasive evidence
that the present bacl^ound compensation technique offers excellent prospects of
becoming a mqor advance in this area of endeavor. Figure 38 shows the result of
version 1 of the secondaiy experiment ^ere the badEground radiation introduced was
from a white light source. I^gure 38 shows the clear emergence of the point source
object from a background that was almost a &ctor of ten brighter on eadi pixel than the
brightest pbcel value of the source by itself The corresponding resuh of version two of
the secondaiy experiment is in figure 39, ixdiere the resuh is even more interesting since
the backgroimd light was from the same laser source as the point object. Since the point
object and the background were both illuminated by a laser, they were both cleariy
affected by the phase shifter as the theory assumes. The result of figure 39 shows that
even though both the source and the background were affected by the changes in phase,
the object survived the compensation process and the background was largely
suppressed. It is difBcult to know the amount of suppression since all data for the
secondary experiment was taken at an uncalibrated gain setting of the detector.
However, the results of both versions of the secondaiy experiment are obvious
demonstrations that badEground light can indeed be removed from a de^ed source
signal by the present method imder investigation.
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6.2 Summary

6.2.1 Conclusioiis
The above coiq)aiisoiis between calculation and experiment, taken together,
offer fiirfy convincing support of the theory as &r as the present experiment can test it.
It would be difficult to conceive of a set of repeatable conditions that would allow the
data to mimic the predictions in this manner and yet have the technique turn out to be
&lse.

The uncalibrated but suggestive results of the secondary experiment that

demonstrated the recovery of desired signal in the presence of background lend ilirther
credence. In summary, all comparisons made between predictions and the present
experimental results have tended to support the theoretical calculations, although the
presence of aberrations and {q)odization limits the range in y of useful conq)arisons
between measured detailed intend profile features

and theoretical predictions.

Furthermore, the unintraded apodization efifect was discovered and explained, and the
explanation was successfiiUy shown to be consent with all data as well as to account
for much of the mismatdi remaining between theory and experiment. Most importantly,
not a single experimental result has beoi found to rq>resent an unexplained contradiction
of the theory, and therefore it must be conchided that this experiment supports the
theory of background conq)ensation by mterferometry, to the extoit tested.
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6.2.2 Future Work
The agreements demonstrated here do not tdl the ^ole story, of course. It
would be very desirable to further e?q)lore the predictions. For exanq)le, the predicted
utility of this technique while using broadband sources needs investigation. It was
pointed out that the broadband background source used in version one of the secondary
experiment did not provide condusive evidence of this. Also, ahhoi^ nonrcoherent
bacl^ound was successfully suppressed in version two of the secondary e}q)enment,
calibrated results were not obtained. In addition, the condition of non-coherence needs
to be extended to the desired source as welL ]Rnally, [38] discusses the use of this
technique to image extended sources using background compensation in the illumination
of the source, which is assumed to be embedded in a scattering medium. This extension
is extremely important to the future utility of the tedmique.
It is also pos^le that other related techniques might be discovered during the
fiirther testing of the present one.

It would also be interesting to explore the

combination of this technique with that of confocal microscopy. The combination might
prove usdul in the presence of extraordinarily high levds of background contamination
of a desired agnal where one technique alone would ^pfy not suffice to reduce the
background to acceptable levels. Lastfy, the physics contained here is ^pUcable to any
wave that carries desired information but is contaminated by the presence of back^oimd.
Sound waves might better probe the interior of the earth or sonar for underwater
imaging might be unproved by applying the present techmque. These kinds of extensions
can also be investigated.
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APPENDIX A
FIGURES
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Figure 1 - Conventional microscopic imaging in the presence of contaminating
background radiation.
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Figure 2 - Confocal microscopic imaging in the presence of contaminating
background radiation.
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Figure 28. Non-symmetrical compensated profile for y = 0
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Figure 29. Non-symmetrical compensated profile for y = 2.10
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Figure 38. Background compensation in version one
of the secondary experiment.
A. Conventional image with background radiation
B. Conventional image without background radiation
C. Background compensated image taken in the
presence of the background radiation
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Figure 39. Background compensation in version two of
the secondary experiment
A. Conventional image at 0 relative phase with background radiation
B. Image at n relative phase with background radiation
C. Background compensated image obtained by subtracting
image B from image A
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Figure 40. The detector electrical circuit.
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Range of valid

CoefiSdCTt ofxi^

Coeffident of x

Y-intercq)t

0.018

3.28

30.1

4.01

22.9

detector output
0-105
106 - 464*
465 - 654

0.024

-0.47

229.7

655 - 754

-0.026

15.01

-974.7

755-4096

-0.004

7.07

-270.3

A. The calibration for sensitivity setting one.
* Range of linear fit. To linearize the detector output, the detector outputs from all
ranges at this sensitivity setting wore forced to this line and the y-intercept was then
subtracted.
Range of valid

Coeffident of;^

Coeffident of x

Y-intercept

1.539

30.47

86.0

48.04

39.3

detector output
0-243
244 - 4096*

B. The calibration for sensitivity settmg two.
* Range of linear fit. To linearize the detector output, the detector outputs from all
ranges at this sensitivity setting were forced to this line and the y-int»cept was th«ai
subtracted.
Table 1. Least squares fittmg coeflBdeots for the detector calibration curves.
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Y Position

© - Theory

G> - Symmetrized

data
0

0.85 ± .01

0.85 ± .04

0.707 ±.031

0.84

0.80 ± .04

1.00 ±.043

0.84

0.75 ± .03

1.23 ± .052

0.86

0.98 ± .04

1.41 ±.060

1.75

1.70 ± .07*

1.66 ± .071

1.72

1.78 ±.07*

1.91 ±.081

1.72

1.67 ±.06

2.10 ±.089

2.58

2.27 ± .096

2.56

2.67 ±.12

2.4±.104*»»

2.52

2.58 ±.11

**

Table 2. Comparison of locations for mqor minima, theory vs. e3q)eriment.
* Symmetrized conq)ensated profile exhibits an intensi^ peak near the expected location
of the mqor minimimfi, Data point shown was obtained by interpolation between the
neighboring vall^ of the peak, using the vall^ dqrth as the interpolation &ctor.
** Wett-synunetiized proffle contaiiuiig the e?q>ected features was not obtained.
*** Y limit b^ond winch well-symmetrized profiles were not obtainable.
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Theory

Symmetrized data

(±.007)

(±.007)

0

2-069

2.274

0.707 ±.031

2.161

2.218

1.00 ± .043

2.513

2.386

1.23±.052»

3.494

2.652

Y Position

Table 3. Comparison of center peak hdght divided by depth of m^or minimum,
* Y limit at which {^)odizatton and aberration efifects negate the usefiibiess of this
comparison.
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APPENDIXC
THE DETECTOR
The detector used for this work was a Dariington phototransistor masked off
with a pinhole. The output of the detector was recorded by a personal computer ^C).
The detector was moimted on a two-axis translational stage that was also conq>uter
controlled and the translational stage was able to scan the detector in the v^cal (y) and
horizontal (x) directions. By scanning the detector and measuring intensity values at pre
selected x,y positions, an image was constructed pixel by pixel at each y location of the
detector apparatus.
The Darlington phototransistor arrangement is seen in figure 40 and is an
exceptionally sensitive photodetector. Such sensitivity was needed since the pinhole
mask in fi'ont of the active area was onfy 10.3 ± 0.6 miCTons in diameter, and therefore
only a small amount of lig^ passed through the pinhole and was available for detection.
The pinhole was utilized to achieve the very high (D resolution needed to accurately test
the theoretical predictions. For example, a good measure of the peak intensity of a
diffraction spot can be achieved if the pinhole is small rdative to the width of the
difSraction spot, assuming that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is not significant^
compromised by the pinhole size. The pinhole size is the pixel size for the data presented
in this woric. Also, the combination of the translational stages and the stepper motors
that was used to move the detector had a movemoit resolution of 8000 steps^ch in
both X and y. It was desired to q)proximately match the pixd size to the pkel spacing
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for the pictures recorded by the detector. The pixd spacing as used in this work is
defined by the step aze of detector movement between x,y positions whose inten^es
are measured by the detector. The match desired was achieved by dioosing a pixel
spacing of three motor steps, v^ch is equivalent to 9.5 ± 1.3 microns. The estimated
error arises from micrometer thread pitch errors and stepper motor positioning errors
[41]. Thus, the pixel spacing was 9.5 microns, and the pixd size (and sh^)e) was a
circular area 10.3 microns in diameter. Therefore the combination of pixel size and pixd
spacing provided good coverage of the onage plane along with a high resolution in the
hnage plane, with a small amount of pixd oversampling.
The detector was a commercial Darlington phototransistor and was originally
encapsulated in transparent plastic, part of which formed a hemispherical lens to
concentrate light on the active area. The honispherical lens was lapped off and
additional plastic was also lapped off until the front surfrice of the active area was nearly
exposed to air. The lapped sur&ce was thai polished and the modified detector was
mounted as dose to the pinhole as possible, so that the active area would intercept any
light that passed through. Both the detector and pinhole were thai fixed in place with
RTV, a commercially available silicone sealant.
The detector electrical circuit is shown in figure 40 and the principle of operation
is described as follows. As more light strikes the active area, the transistor combination
becomes less resistive and thoefore alters the voltage drops across the resistance
networic comprised of the secondary transistor and the ''senstivi^ resistor shown in
figure 40. The changing voltage drops influence the voltage at pomt A. The voltages at
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point A can approximate^ range fiom n^ative 15 vohs to poative 15 vohs. The veryhigfa-resistance networic of resistors at B modifies the corre^nding vottage at point C
so that the corresponding point C vohage ranges fix}m n^;ative 10 vohs to poative 10
volts, to matdi the design of the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter chip. The resistance
network at B has a very high overall resistance of 30 MQ to minimize its influence on
the voltage at point A. For comparison, the two calibrated sensitivity resistors have
nominal values of 78.1 KQ and 1 MQ. The operational amplifier (op-amp) receives the
high impedance agnal firom point C and outputs a low in^)edance signal at unity gain, to
match the input impedance of the A/D converter without nhanging the nominal vahie of
the voltage.

The A/D converts the signal on computer command and sends the

converted resuh to the con^niter via other electronic logic drcuitry (not shown in figure
40). The A/D converter chip used had 12 bits of resolution to cover the range of input
voltages, which corresponds to a range of digital output values firom 0 to 4096 counts.
The response of the detector as a fimction of the intensity of light impinging on
the detector was controlled by the sensitivity resistor. Physically swapping this resistor
with one of diGTerent resistance value changes the amount by which the transistor
resistance must change to produce a given change in voltage at point A Therefore, the
amount of light needed to cause this vottage change at A is also different. For the
experiment, a wide range of intensities needed to be measured.

To measure high

intensities without saturating the A/D converter \^e

the bit resolution

maintaining

needed for low intensities, different sensitivity resistors were used. Each one had to be
calibrated, both to ensure that the detector response curve would be known for use with
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that resistor and also to make coiiq)arisoiis b^ween data takai with different resistors.
The calibration activities are discussed in the preparation and calibration chaster.
The low-pass filter located b^ween the op-amp and the A/D chip allows the
signal seen by the A/D chip to contain information fix>m a controlled range of time. That
is, the filtered signal will be a voltage that is partfy dependent on the present voltage at
point C and partly dependent on the voltages at point C during a short interval
immediately preceding the present moment Thoefore the filter allows an alteration
time that is much longer than the sanq)le time of the converter chip, which is about 10
nanoseconds, ^^^out the filter, such a short sampling time would lead to more noise on
the output. In addition, the detector would be wasting most of the sigrial energy ^ce
the conversion time required by the A/D chip is about three microseconds. Even ^en
the A/D chip is doing conversions at its &stest fiequency, the 10 nanosecond sample
time divided by the 3 microsecond convoaon time represents only a 0.3 percent duty
qrde, meaning that the detector would miss about 99.7 percent of the stream of
information available. The time constant of the low pass filter was set at about 11
microseconds to correct the potential stuadon of high noise and low effidency.
The PC used controls both the A/D chip and the detector stage stepper motors,
via other logic circuitry (not shown in figure 40). A C-program was written to control
everything as well as to partially process the data. Other C-programs were written to do
the rest of the data processing. The dectronic logic drcuitry for communication and the
entire set of C-programs are not inchided here since the details are not unportant m the
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present context. However, there are several software parameters of interest to be
discussed.
The computer central processing unit (CPU) operated at 33 MHz, which allowed
ample time resolution for all time-crucial events controlled by the computer.

For

example, the control lines for the stepper motor controller chips, for the A/D converter
chip, and other communication circuitry, all require different hold times for the command
signal to be recognized. Other timing requirements also exist. The computer can handle
all of the various timing requirements by simply waiting for the appropriate number of
CPU clock cycles before continuing operations.
Another timing requirement of note is the time needed for the stepper motors to
physically rotate. This is by far a much slower time than the logic circuitry required since
the rotation is a mechanical motion rather than an electronic logic operation. The
operational problem of the stepper motors skipping steps because not enough time was
given to them for physical rotation to occur is discussed in the chapter on experimental
errors. The related problem of vibrations induced by the detector stage motion is
discussed in the same chapter. These problems were also solved by software changes in
the speed of computer commands.
The mechanical frame for the stepper motors and two-axis translational stage was
designed and built by Jie Zong, who at the time was another physics graduate student at
the University of Arizona. One of the electronics boards that provided interfecing
between the detector output and the computer was designed by Dr. Paul Oglesby, who
worked at Zetetic Institute and at the University of Arizona at the time. The electronics
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board had origmaify been designed for use with a CCD camera, and was subsequently
used for the present expgriment
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